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from the head

Two heads are better than one.  
Many hands make light work.   
It takes a village. 

These are expressions we have long believed to 
be true—and now they are confirmed by research: 
collaboration works! When we harness the wisdom 
of a crowd, we are actually capable of making better 
decisions than any one expert in the field. When we 
collaborate with one another, we bring together our 
creative talents, and we arrive at unique solutions. 

In this issue we celebrate collaboration in every 
arena of the school. While Castilleja has always 
valued teamwork, this past year has seen an 
unprecedented proliferation of new partnerships 
across campus. More and more departments are 
joining forces to create interdisciplinary connections 
in their curricula, and more classes are designing 
year-long grade-wide projects which unite students’ 

coursework into a complex arc of experiential 
learning. 

As Anne Cameron describes in her article on page 2,  
we have infused our Middle School program with 
opportunities for students to explore, innovate, and 
problem-solve with their peers. These hands-on 
projects are teaching the key skills required to think 
critically and act creatively, and girls are learning 
how to leverage the power of partnerships as they 
apply their coursework beyond the four walls of the 
classroom. 

In the Upper School, students are adding depth to 
their collaborative toolkit, whether by interviewing 
Parisians on the French Global Investigator Trip (page 
10) or by diving into a year-long interdisciplinary 
project (page 12). As they prepare to excel in college 
and beyond, our students are learning the nuances 
of teamwork as they engage with local and global 
cultures and concepts. And all of our students are 
benefiting from the innovations emerging from our 
library, which has become a hub of teaching and 
learning by serving as both a forum and a resource 
for interdisciplinary exploration (page 6).

Along with creating transformative learning 
experiences for our students, we are also directly 
contributing to the growing body of research that 
demonstrates the benefits of collaboration. Dr. 
Karen Strobel, the Director of our Partnership for 
21st Century Assessment, is working closely with 
our teachers to study how our interdisciplinary, 
hands-on initiatives are creating opportunities for 
girls to thrive and become agile problem solvers and 
purposeful leaders (page 4). While she has already 
found some meaningful results, we anticipate deep 
discoveries in the years ahead. 

I hope you are as intrigued as I am by how much 
learning at Castilleja is enriched when students, 
teachers, staff, and coaches collaborate in our 
classrooms, on the playing field, and around the 
Circle. As you read this issue, I invite you to consider 
how you can become a part of this collaboration at 
Castilleja—whether through time, talent, or treasure, 
we would love to have you on our team.
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Collaboration: At the Heart of the 
Middle School Experience 
by Anne CameronHA, Head of Middle School 

Pat Basset, former President of the National Association of 
Independent Schools (NAIS), wrote, “Collaboration is one of the skills 
and values that the 21st Century will demand and reward...the school 
of the future will do teaming as well and increasingly during class, 
and not just after the academic day is over. Thus, our kids realize that 
when we are doing serious academic and intellectual and scientific 
and conceptual work of any kind, we have to be able to function as an 
academic, or intellectual, or scientific, or conceptual team.”

Collaboration happens daily in the Middle School. Our 
grade level team structure brings teachers together 
on a regular basis, creating an incubator for ideas 
in all areas of the program. Sometimes, individuals 
bring expertise and combine their talents with others 
to create a superior plan. Other times, individuals 
bring creativity and a willingness to step into the 
unknown to craft something new. In any case, these 
collaborative efforts result in rich, meaningful learning 
opportunities. This habit of developing shared goals, 
presenting ideas, wrestling with different points of 
view, and creating layered lessons, units of study, and 
activities leads to a more robust learning environment 
for students.

Rich curricular endeavors like the People of the Earth 
innovation, the integrated Scratch programming 
activities, the 8th grade National History Day projects, 
and the cross grade level Science Explo all guide our 
students to make connections among disciplines, 
recognize the real-world applications of what they 
learn each day, and allow for them to collaborate with 
each other, as well. 

Here is a Middle School sampler of collaborative 
endeavors.

6th Grade: Opening and Closing Days

Three years ago, the sixth grade team of teachers 
re-imagined the Opening Days of school for our 
newest students. Instead of holding regular classes, 
the first two days include a series of activities built 
around the theme of “observation.” This multi-layered 

introduction to Castilleja builds class identity, reveals 
school traditions, and encourages teamwork and 
inclusion. Teachers introduce the concepts of both 
“discipline” and “interdisciplinary” endeavors to 
demonstrate the value of each of these approaches to 
learning. This team collaboration around a common 
theme provides highly focused, intentional welcome 
to Castilleja. Sixth grade ends with a uniquely crafted 
Closing Day that includes reflection, sharing, and 
a thank you to the rest of the school. Our sixth 
grade teachers collaborated to create bookend 
experiences and a new tradition, and our girls learn 
to work together to become a learning, supportive 
community.

7th Grade: Brentwood Buddies

Collaborations occur between communities, as well, 
and our 7th grade has formed a strong connection 
with the Kindergarten class at Brentwood School. 
On the surface, it’s a lovely program that allows 
our 7th grade girls to take part in activities with 
Kindergarten students. However, it is much more 
than that. Last spring, in conjunction with the ACE 
Center, the 7th grade advisors and Brentwood 
faculty began conversations in order to understand 
each others’ respective communities. Having forged 
this connection, together they set goals for the 
partnership and calendared the implementation 
and activities, providing teachers with a common 
framework and allowing them to model for the 
students a true partnership approach. Brentwood 
and Castilleja have met several times. The students 

feature
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Anne CameronHA joined Castilleja in 1996 as Head of 
Middle School from St. Andrew’s Episcopal School 
where she was Director of Intermediate Grades. She 
began her career in the classroom and has taught 
students in all grades, K-8. She received a BA from 
the Oregon College of Education and an MA from 
Santa Clara Univeristy.
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have gotten to know one another, read together, 
and conducted a design thinking activity resulting 
in a personalized Scratch programmed game for the 
Kindergarten buddies. The experience culminated in a 
visit to Hidden Villa together. Thoughtful collaboration 
has deepened the Brentwood Buddies partnership, 
and our girls recognize that they have learned 
as much from their buddies as the Kindergarten 
students have from them.

8th Grade: Curricular Connections

The 8th grade students have engaged in a number 
of mini-collaborations this year in which two or more 
classes combine to make real-world applications 
of classroom activities. For example, following 
explorations of scale in math, history and science, 
and a study of the solar system, students spilled 
onto the Circle armed with mini-stakes and toilet 
paper. Teamwork resulted in calculations of distance 
between planets, using the Circle to establish scale. 
Another integration connected science, history and 
math projects in a unique way. A series of activities 
allowed the girls to work in teams to review maps 
they made in 6th grade, examining scale in that 
project. Additionally, they revisited their iPad DC 
Journals to examine pictures taken of monuments, 
both for composition and scale. Next steps will occur 
in History and the Bourn Lab where students will 
synthesize their skills, observations, and research to 
collaborate in small groups to prototype a new DC 
monument dedicated to women. 

Whether it is teacher, student, community or another 
form of collaboration, many minds can conceive an 
even greater plan that one could alone. And Castilleja 
provides the right ingredients: inspiring faculty and 
staff, curious, engaged students and an intellectual, 
supportive environment primed for growth. Teachers 

As you navigate through the rest of 

your life, be open to collaboration. 

Other people and other people’s 

ideas are often better than your 

own. Find a group of people who 

challenge and inspire you, spend 

a lot of time with them, and it will 

change your life. 

—Amy Poehler

craft meaningful experiences and, ultimately, our 
girls are growing in their ability to think, contribute, 
listen, discern, and work with others to forge deeper 
understanding and stronger connections.  
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Assessing Experiential Learning 
by Dr. Karen Strobel, Director of the Partnership for 21st Century Assessment 

I believe students are taking skills they are honing in the classroom 
and practicing them in authentic situations. Through these 
experiences, they are gaining the courage to trust their own judgment 
and act with intention and courage. However, we want to do more 
than “believe” our instincts. We want to get it right because we need 
our students to lead—our collective future is relying on them. 
—Stacey Kertsman, ACE Center Director,  
describing students’ experiences beyond the Circle

Castilleja School’s Partnership for 21st Century 
Assessment collaborates with faculty to capture and 
measure students’ growth in the essential attitudes 
and skills needed to become effective learners and 
leaders in today’s world. These assessment tools 
we are developing will allow teachers to measure 
the initiative and self-knowledge students need to 
pursue intellectual and social challenge, the agility 
required to engage in creative problem solving, and 
the sense of purpose needed to join, support, and 
lead others to effect change now and in the future.

The first phase of the partnership is focused 
centrally on the Castilleja curriculum. During this first 
year, teachers and program directors have been co-
thinkers helping to identify 21st century skills across 
grade-levels and subject areas. For example, the 
AP British Literature class requires students to take 
initiative and reflect on strategies that work best in 
an innovative, college-style seminar; the 1:1 iPad Pilot 
is an example of a multi-grade effort to promote 
agility, and the ability to adapt to new technologies; 
and Global Investigator trips provide opportunities 
for students to develop and enhance their sense of 
purpose and the skills needed to effect change in 
the world.

In January, English Department Chair Rebecca 
Sherouse introduced a new approach to her AP 
20th Century British Literature course. Using a 
blended learning model, Ms. Sherouse redesigned 
her course “to reside in the virtual world [more] than 
in a typical AP senior seminar.” At the beginning 
of the semester, the students met regularly in the 
classroom and by the end of the semester, they were 

only meeting together as a full class one or two 
times a week. Time normally spent in class, was now 
dedicated to individual work on-line, small group 
work, or tutorial-style discussions with Ms. Sherouse. 
According to Ms. Sherouse, “this blended course 
provides students with an excellent sense of how 
literature is most often studied at the collegiate level: 
not in thirty page increments with daily discussion, 
but in larger sections (or even holistically) with less 
frequent discussions.” As is the case with college 
seminars, this course required students to take on 
more responsibility to drive and manage their own 
learning.  

In collaboration with Ms. Sherouse, we are working 
to translate the new skills her course develops 
into skills that we can measure. As one example, 
we are looking at students’ ability to contribute 
effectively to an on-line discussion forum. In contrast 
to whole class discussions, as participants in an 
on-line discussion, the girls cannot rely on their 
teacher for immediate guidance and feedback.  
Instead, they need to pursue their own inquiries 
and analyses, learn how to meaningfully respond 
to their classmates’ comments and manage their 
time to ensure apt and relevant contributions to 
the discussion. Through our assessment, we can 
learn about student growth over the course of the 
semester as the girls become more independent 
and increasingly self-aware of how they implement 
different strategies in a college-style course. With 
additional student input, we can also reflect on the 
assignments that work best to equip the girls with 
the confidence and skills needed to drive their own 
learning. We can then use these insights to inform 

feature
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Dr. Karen Strobel joined Castilleja in 2013 as Director 
of the Partnership for 21st Century Assessment. 
Previously she was with the John W. Gardner Center 
at Stanford, where she led research projects focused 
on adolescent development. She received a BA in 
Social Sciences from the University of Michigan and 
a PhD in Child and Adolescent Development from 
Stanford University’s Graduate School of Education.

a tool that can be used to assess students’ initiative 
and self-awareness in other classroom settings. 

Castilleja is currently piloting a 1:1 iPad program 
providing all students in grades 6 through 9 with a 
school-issued iPad. In collaboration with Jennifer 
Gaspar-Santos, Director of Academic Technology, 
we are investigating ways in which iPads support 
student learning and help the girls become agile 
thinkers who can adapt to new technologies. As 
a first step, we surveyed students, teachers and 
parents to gain insights into perceptions of iPads 
as a learning tool. In addition, we systematically 
gathered examples of the ways teachers use 
the iPads in their classrooms. Through this initial 
investigation, we learned that teachers at all grade 
levels thought iPads would be easy for students 
to use, while at least half of the students at all 
grade levels explicitly stated that the iPad is not 
easy to use for educational tasks. With a better 
understanding of the girls’ needs from a “user-
perspective,” the Academic Technology team can 
work with teachers to support the girls’ ability to 
engage more effectively with the iPad as a learning 
tool. In this way, our assessment is being used to 
inform professional development for Castilleja 
teachers. 

Global Investigator trips are commonly referred to as 
“transformative” experiences. The junior class returns 
from their destinations excited to share examples of 
the ways the trip, “pushed them out of their comfort 
zone” and “changed their lives.” In collaboration 
with Stacey Kertsman, ACE Center Director, we 
are developing tools that can help us better define, 
document and track the transformations students 
experience through their global travel. During each 
trip, Castilleja students meet girls their age and learn 
about their home lives, educational experiences 
and perspectives on the world. Castilleja students 
also meet community leaders tackling a range of 
issues and advocating for change. Our new tools 
will help us assess the girls’ increasing capacity 
to work collaboratively and inclusively with youth 
and adults representing different cultures and 
diverse perspectives. In addition, linking the Global 
Investigator experience to the ways the Castilleja 

core curriculum intentionally and thoughtfully 
prepares the girls during their junior year, and in 
earlier years as well, will offer a more complete 
picture of the skills Castilleja students develop that 
equip them to be leaders and agents of change.

Castilleja teachers are the initial and core set of 
partners who are helping develop and test these 
new tools. Working together we can ensure that 
these new assessment tools provide meaningful 
information and genuinely serve teachers’ and 
the school’s needs. In the second phase of the 
Partnership we will reach out to other schools to 
share resources and help validate the utility of these 
new assessments. 
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Castilleja’s Margarita Espinosa Library: 
A Nexus for Collaboration
by Jole Seroff, Directory of Library and Information Services

Recent decades have seen significant change in the role and 
organization of libraries. School librarians have been early 
adopters and excellent collaborators in experiential learning and 
interdisciplinary inquiry. While continuing to provide traditionally 
valued services, we have stayed on top of rapidly changing tools for 
information access and have become valued partners in the teaching 
and learning of 21st Century skills. 

The library has traditionally been a space of 
independent learning, where a student may pursue 
her passions and develop new interests, always 
knowing a librarian is nearby in case she is needed 
as a guide. If you visit the Castilleja School library 
today, you will see students engaged in solitary 
study, but you will also see students working 
together to solve complex math problems on the 
writable walls of our group study spaces. You may 
find a student fine-tuning a presentation for a 
discussion she’ll be leading in her literature class or 
observe students working with a teacher or librarian 
to conduct the research necessary to participate in a 
challenging debate in her history class. 

As innovative instructional models have caused 
educators to feel the constraints of typical classroom 
spaces, libraries have stepped in to pioneer flexible 
learning spaces. We have modified the layout of our 
library at Castilleja in order to facilitate both quiet, 
independent study and dynamic group work. The 
library is a place students come to collaborate. 

But the most critical collaborations that happen 
with librarians may or may not happen in the library 
space itself. The instruction we co-plan and co-
deliver with colleagues is just as likely to happen 
in the classroom. We may bring along tangible 
resources from the library, we may direct students 
to access materials online, or we may guide student 
learning through activities of our own design. The 
physical space of the library is a vital laboratory for 
collaborative teaching and learning, and its value is 
not just as a venue, but also as a metaphor for the 

kinds of teaching and learning that can happen all 
over our campus. 

I am pleased to count myself part of a team of 
educators who all share the goal of creating 
intellectually independent and capable young 
women. In order for our students to hit that mark, 
they must be able to identify their own interests and 
have the skills needed to pursue them. Although 
today’s students are so-called “digital natives,” they 
are not born with the skills necessary to make the 
best use of contemporary technologies. We must 
help them hone such skills as evaluating information 
for quality and bias, identifying and exploring a 
range of perspectives on a topic, and using the 
information culled from their research to craft a 
strong argument while properly crediting their 
sources. We also train students in key aspects of 
digital citizenship, including participating in online 
communities, maintaining a positive digital footprint, 
and making good choices about privacy in the 
digital age. As media and technology change, new 
challenges arise for today’s learners. For example, 
our students must learn how to “read” an image or 
a video, how to judge reliability and bias in news 
coverage, how to create a compelling presentation, 
how to become a better multitasker, and so on. 

Collaboration is key to the success of our library’s 
instructional program. In our work with teachers, 
we support a specific and evolving curriculum; 
we partner with colleagues to expand access to 
information critical to the delivery of that curriculum, 
to enrich the curriculum with guided inquiry, and 
to impart the essential research skills that our 

feature
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Visual Art
I find the collaborative work I have done with 
the library team to be essential to the work I do 
in the classroom. Our librarians have stretched 
me in figuring out how to teach our students 
meaningful research and have opened my eyes to 
different possibilities to enrich the project-based 
approach that I use in class. Thinking about how 
to assess these skills has provided an invaluable 
opportunity to collaborate with a team of 
teachers from many different disciplines. I am also 
excited to be working with the library to link our 
current artist in residence, Lark Pien, with other 
authors, demonstrating for our students that 
writing and art are often closely connected.

Helen Shanks 
Chair, Visual and Performing Arts Department

Middle School English
The library team has supported me in selecting 
top-notch books for my curriculum. When 
I wanted to include two controversial but 
worthwhile texts as choices for 7th grade 
literature circles, the library advised me on issues 
of intellectual freedom and helped me craft a 
rationale for teaching these books and a plan for 
communicating with parents and administration.

Partnerships between librarians and teachers 
have also enriched our school-wide curriculum 
on information and technology skills like research 
and digital citizenship. The library team helps 
teachers integrate these skills into their classes, 
deepening existing projects and inspiring new 
ones.

Katie Sauvain 
English Department
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Jole Seroff joined Castilleja in 2009 Director of 
Library and Information Services. This is her 9th year 
as a teen services librarian. Her passions include 
creating a community of avid readers, defending 
intellectual freedom, and promoting active reflection 
on the role of information and technology in our 
lives. Visit her online at library.castilleja.org, and find 
Castilleja Library on Facebook, Twitter, and Pinterest. 
She received her BA and MS degrees from the 
University of Memphis.
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students will need for success in college and beyond. 
Further, we are uniquely positioned to facilitate 
interdisciplinary work as our collection of resources 
and our engagement with the curriculum spans all 
the subject areas. The more collaboration we engage 
in with colleagues, the more powerful our program 
becomes. 

We see our students grow significantly over the 
course of 3, 4 or even 7 years at Castilleja. Working 
closely with colleagues across our campus enables 
us to craft an educational arc that spans disciplines 
and builds student capacity over multiple years. This 
kind of planning and collaboration sets Castilleja 
apart and prepares our students remarkably well for 
the next step in their educational journeys.  
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Upper School French
I have had the great pleasure of working with a 
librarian on multiple projects in my French classes. 
We began our collaboration in an effort to add 
more depth and authenticity to a project in French 
Seminar in which students create an alternative 
design for the book jacket of one of the texts we 
have studied. The librarian provided context on the 
publishing and marketing process that helped to 
deepen the students’ analysis. As a consequence of 
our collaboration, the finished book covers made 
by my students reflected more maturity and were 
much more authentic than in previous years.

We also collaborated on a new project in French III 
this year where students each created an a book 
proposal related to French Impressionism. This 
work was also more authentic than my previous 
version of this project, a simple oral presentation 
on one Impressionist piece of work. I have so 
appreciated the expertise and creativity that the 
librarian brought to these projects, and I look 
forward to further collaboration with her in the 
future.

Christiane Repellin 
World Languages Department

AP Statistics
My experience working with the library this year 
was excellent. In AP Statistics, the students learn 
to conduct their own study and write a research 
paper to report the results of their study. Since the 
goal is to write a proper research report, the girls 
are responsible for doing their own literature review 
as part of that process. The library staff helped 
the students learn how to find resources for their 
literature review and gave them support in this 
process. Not only was this collaboration valuable 
for the students but it also made the library aware 
of my project and enabled them to identify other 
colleagues who were doing similar work and open 
new avenues for collaboration.

Kyle Barriger 
Mathematics Department

feature

History
My collaboration with the library to include 
information skills for the 21st century in the history 
curriculum has encompassed work with girls just 
beginning their high school career and in need 
of foundation skills, as well as work with seniors 
who need to create capstone-type projects and 
demonstrate readiness for college-level work. 
I have appreciated the librarians’ flexibility in 
adapting their learning objectives to my project 
goals, but more importantly their desire to 
demonstrate to the girls how individual passion 
and love of learning is at the heart of any research 
project.  

In the Modern East Asia elective, I wanted 
a project that allowed students to research 
independently at a college level, to produce 
unique perspectives from their own point of view, 
and to have the responsibility of teaching their 
fellow students. I worked with the librarian to 
expand the role of the graphic novels that I was 
using in my course. We brought in new readings 
within the genre and devised a way to turn the 
work the students did decoding them into a 
foundation for their final projects. We worked 
together to generate assessment criteria around 
peer-reviewed journals and helped the students 
learn to validate sources within the academic 
publishing world. The project has expanded to the 
point where students lead a seminar on the article 
and then transform that scholarly article into a 
story for a graphic novel in some way. This project 
was used by the University of Michigan’s School of 
Education last summer in a pedagogy course for 
teachers, and the feedback was great.  

I appreciate how well the library team has listened 
to what I need to accomplish and then has worked 
out ways to ensure the girls feel supported but 
continue to build the foundation they need to be 
successful consumers of information.

Christy Story 
History Department
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Shifting Perspectives: A New Global 
Investigator Trip to France 
by Lauren SchryverHA 

The seed for this year’s inaugural Global Investigator Trip to France 
was planted back in 2009 as we explored ways to build broader 
connections to language study and allow for deeper engagement 
with global issues. As possible destinations spanning the five 
continents where French is spoken were considered, France 
was often dismissed as “too obvious.” But yet, as conversations 
continued and experts were consulted, the more the answer to “Why 
France?” became “Why not?”

France ultimately emerged as our newest global 
destination for several reasons. First, given our 
objective of developing a thorough global program 
at Castilleja, Europe was the missing piece. It would 
be critical for our students to be exposed to and 
understand the European perspective on world 
issues. Additionally, French is the only primary 
language spoken on every inhabited continent of 
the world, and nearly half of the African continent is 
French-speaking.

Though the stereotyped “tourist” image of Paris 
is the one with which most people are familiar, 
the city actually provides an incredible depth of 
experiences. We wanted Castilleja students to 
uncover aspects of Paris not visible to the average 
traveler, thus the idea of “Paris Through Another 
Lens” was born. We were particularly interested 
in immigration issues and the connections that 
Castilleja students could make to their studies in 
history and their work in the ACE Center. 

Castilleja math teacher Dave LowellHA connected 
us with his former professor in Paris, a renowned 
expert in immigration issues. French teachers 
Christiane Repellin and Lauren SchryverHA were 
awarded an innovation grant to travel to Paris 
during Global Week 2012 and met with Professor 
Patrick Weil who connected them to Tara Dickman, 
a civil rights activist and community organizer who 
used to work for Humanity in Action in Paris. After 
a meeting the next day with Tara, “we knew we had 

found the ideal person to turn our idea for a global 
experience for the girls into reality.”

Two years of collaboration and planning led to 
the inaugural Global Investigator trip to France 
in January, 2014. Ten Juniors along with their 
chaperones and spent ten days exploring the 
role of women, the many and complex issues of 
immigration, and the delicate art of uncovering 
others’ stories. Junior Rachel Lai ’15 wrote: “When 
most of us arrived in Paris, we imagined croissants 
and the Eiffel Tower. Although these parts of France 
were true, we left ten days later with a completely 
different understanding of France.” 

Students attended workshops on France’s 
constitutional promise of social redistribution, 
secularism, and state colorblindness. They spent a 
day in Clichy-Sous-Bois, the Paris suburb known for 
the violent riots that erupted in 2005. Immigrant 
women from Mali and North Africa taught the girls 
how to make some of their favorite specialties, 
but it was the sharing of stories that was most 
meaningful and that helped our group understand 
the hardships faced by immigrants when they arrive 
in a new country.

The students also had a private meeting at the 
American Embassy with American Cultural Affairs 
Officer Jennifer Rasamimanana who shared her 
experience as a female diplomat.  In conversation 
with the girls, they explored what it means to be an 
“international woman” and how to be comfortable 

feature
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and successful in roles and societies where women 
are a minority. Ms. Rasamimanana shared her own 
story of being born in Madagascar and suddenly 
leaving the country with her family at the age of 
four to avoid political retribution before eventually 
settling in the United States. She reminded the girls 
that hers is the “face of America.”  

Another highlight was a private meeting with 
the current, and first female, Vice President of 
the French Senate Bariza Khiari, who shared her 
remarkable story with the girls. The group had the 
rare opportunity to meet with French actress Aïssa 
Maïga. She candidly shared how she overcame the 
obstacles she faced as an immigrant woman and 
realized her dream of becoming an actress. The 
girls heard similar messages from the many women 
they met: “There are no problems, only solutions.” 
Hard work, perseverance, and resilience were key to 
the success of many of our women hosts.

They also participated in an interactive workshop 
with journalists from StreetPress and within an 
hour, found themselves out on the streets of Paris 
with cameras and microphones! As one participant 
reflected afterward, “I was extremely apprehensive 
and nervous to talk to total strangers on the street 
in a foreign language, but when I actually got 
onto the street, I became braver and braver, even 
approaching strangers rather than waiting for them 
to come to me. I loved that pushing myself led to an 
amazing experience.”

One participant described the trip as a “wonderful 
and life-changing opportunity.” It encouraged 
everyone to think beyond typical tourist 
stereotypes and discover rich cultural differences. 
In the end, participants left with the ability to see 
places and people through another lens, which was 
the goal from the beginning.

Lauren SchryverHA has taught all levels of French 
in both the Middle and Upper Schools at Castilleja 
since 1994 and is currently the World Languages 
Department Chair. Previously, she taught at 
University High School in San Francisco for twelve 
years. In addition to her teaching responsibilities, 
she serves as faculty advisor to the school’s 
Peer Tutoring Program and is chair of the SOS 
committee. Outside of school, she serves as Lead 
Teacher for Languages at the Klingenstein Summer 
Institute through Columbia University. She received 
her BA from Arizona State University and MA from 
the University of California, Santa Barbara.
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Creativity, Collaboration, and 
Investigation: The 9th Grade 
Interdisciplinary Project 

Several years in the planning, 2013-14 was the first year of the 9th 
Grade Interdisciplinary Project (9GIP)—a pilot program in collaborative, 
interdisciplinary teaching and learning. Sixteen faculty members 
from STEAM and humanities departments worked together to plan 
and teach the integrated curriculum over the course of the year. The 
project included hands-on workshops with design and communications 
consultant Michael Moon and a final oral and visual presentation 
to classmates, faculty, and families in May. Assistant Director of 
Advancement Dana Sundblad asked Helen Shanks, Visual and 
Performing Arts Department Chair and the lead for the project, as well as 
other faculty members about their experience working on 9GIP this year.

What was the goal of the project?

The primary goal of the project was to help students 
understand the intersections and connections 
among disciplines while developing the critical 
writing, research, presentation, public speaking, and 
collaboration skills needed for high school. During 
scheduled Extended Opportunity Periods (EOPs) 
throughout the year, the girls worked in groups to 
select topics, refine their question, and answer them 
in a visual and oral presentation. They had to use 
research skills, learn to use various technological tools 
and platforms, and most importantly, work together.  

—Helen Shanks, Chair, Visual and Performing  
Arts Department and 9th Grade Interdisciplinary 
Project Lead

What was the inspiration for the project?

Castilleja’s strategic plan includes a specific goal 
for refining our academic program to prepare 
girls to meet the challenges of the 21st Century by 
expanding opportunities for experiential learning. A 
few years ago a committee was formed specifically 
to look at the ninth grade curriculum with an eye 
towards interdisciplinary teaching and learning. 
This project grew out of the work of the committee, 
offering a unique, collaborative opportunity for 
both students and teachers.  

—Deborah Trilling, Visual and Performing Arts 
Department and Curator, Seipp Gallery

I liked the opportunity to explore skill development 
outside of content rich classes. By having the girls 
work on skills that were applicable in multiple 
classrooms, they developed a baseline skill set that 
I could count on to help them with presentations, 
research projects, and time management in my own 
classroom and that could be refined as they moved 
through Upper School. 

—Christy Story, History Department

feature
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How does it “fit” with the rest of the curriculum?

Our big win for math was creating an authentic 
forum to create and interpret data. The Statistics 
unit in Algebra II is very short. However, through 
the Interdisciplinary Project, we get to continue 
and deepen questions about data, and to do so in 
the context of other disciplines, naturally enriching 
both. More broadly, the complexity of posing an 
original question, researching, and then crafting 
and delivering a presentation in a thoughtful and 
meaningful way, affords the girls the opportunity to 
develop skills and ideas over time and apply them 
across disciplines.

—Beth Insajoulian, Mathematics Department

Sixteen teachers collaborated on this. How did 
you prepare? What were the benefits of that 
collaborative work for the faculty?

Working together with members of the faculty 
from so many different departments was one of 
the greatest strengths of this project, as well as 
one of the most enjoyable parts of being involved 
with it. We met together several times late last 
spring, several more times over the summer, and 
at intervals throughout the year, using our google 
site as a repository for all of our musings, planning, 
and preparing. During the school year, we worked 
and met regularly in smaller teams to plan theme-
related projects and skills-based workshops for 
the students, design assessments, and brainstorm 
as the project unfolded over the year. The level of 
faculty collaboration has been just as intensive, if 
not more so than the student collaboration. We all 
benefitted from each other’s expertise and insights 
at every step along the way.

—Valerie Ross, English Department

As a teacher, the opportunity to work with 
colleagues across disciplines, beginning with the 
early planning stages and through brainstorming, 
development, and execution, was a great 
professional experience. It is rare to have the 
chance to not only collaborate with colleagues 
from other disciplines, but also to co-teach with 
them. I think it was a great model for the girls, to 
see adults collaborating, often in real-time!

—Helen Shanks

What were some of the highlights or successes 
in the first year of the program?

One of the highlights for me was watching 
students work cooperatively with each other 
from the get-go, as well as witnessing those 
moments when the “light bulb” went on about 
the their individual topics and when their project 
skills and learning bubbled up in their regular 
classes. It was great to have the opportunity 
to work with students in a new context outside 
of the classroom and to collaborate with the 
talented expert Michael Moon.

—Winter Mead, Visual and Performing Arts 
Department

What were some of the challenges?

The first year of anything new always brings up 
some unexpected challenges. One of them was 
keeping up the students’ excitement and focus on 
a project that was spread out over a long period 
of time and did not count for a grade in any 
one class. It took a bit for the girls to re-engage 
with the work after a long break. As the project 
evolves, how it is scheduled during the year will 
be something that might be reconsidered.

—Jason Zimring, History Department
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Students celebrate Shakespeare’s 
Birthday
Casti threw Shakespeare a bash befitting his 450th birthday. Girls 
came costumed as their favorite characters and partook in a variety of 
fun festivities including the classic “Pin the Lips on Kenneth Branagh” 
and the hurling of appropriately Shakespearean insults! At break there 
were cupcakes for all, as well as more games and prizes. Girls also 
wrote exquisitely bad sonnets in the manner of lovesick Shakespearean 
characters with great gusto, and hung them between trees on the pool 
patio. Students held a costume contest, with contestants reciting lines 
from their chosen characters. To cap off festivities, during lunch there 
were also special performances of Shakespearean scenes by drama 
classes. Happy birthday Shakespeare!

Philharmonia Baroque Orchestra 
makes beautiful music
Members of the Philharmonia Baroque Orchestra visited campus 
to perform for 6th grade music classes. The musicians shared their 
exotic Baroque period instruments and connected students’ modern 
instruments to their historical counterparts. They discussed playing 
techniques and how their instruments evolved, and also performed 
sections of “Trio Sonata” by Christoph Graupner. Students also learned 
about how Baroque music is distinguished from other time periods, 
including through the use of basso continuo—a bass line.

Students check out entries in the Bad Sonnet contest during the annual celebration of Shakespeare’s birthday.

Alum provides 
perspective on 
Ukrainian socio-
political upheaval
The complex socio-political 
situation in the Ukraine has made 
headlines and become a topic 
of conversation in many Upper 
School history classes. To help 
the girls gain perspective on 
the unrest, the ACE Center had 
a special guest: current Peace 
Corps volunteer and Casti alumna 
Katie Fitzgerald ’07. While on 
campus Katie shared stores from 
her experiences teaching English 
in rural Ukraine and empowered 
students to examine the historical 
and cultural precursors to the 
current situation in Crimea.
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Shanghai No. 3 Girls’ School Students 
pursue STEM at Casti
In April, Castilleja hosted a group of six students and two teachers from 
Shanghai No. 3 Girls’ School. The purpose of the trip was to inspire the 
students to pursue their interests in science, technology, engineering, 
and mathematics (STEM) and robotics, while also fostering an 
exchange of both knowledge and culture between the two schools.

In pursuit of China’s most recent Five-Year Plan, the educators came 
to learn how we are promoting creativity and innovation in our 
classrooms. “Here in the Silicon Valley some are concerned about 
keeping pace with China’s educational system. And yet, China looks to 
the United States for guidance on how to provide a hands-on, problem-
based education which will prepare their students for creativity and 
innovation,” says Head of School Nanci KauffmanHA.

This delegation was invited to spend a week in Palo Alto by Nanci when 
she learned on her most recent visit to China that the physics teachers 
at Shanghai No. 3 were struggling to engage girls in robotics. During 
their visit, the delegation attended the Silicon Valley Regional FIRST 
Robotics Competition at San Jose State University to see Castilleja’s 
Robotics Team in action. In a challenge dubbed “Aerial Assist,” 
Gatorbotics Team 1700 and their robot Sebastian formed alliances with 
other teams to score goals. The delegation also took a deep dive into 
the innovative culture of the Silicon Valley through visits to the Tech 
Museum and companies such as Facebook and Google.

Bourn Idea Lab Director and Robotics Faculty Advisor Dr. Angi Chau 
believes that this trip will leave the Shanghai visitors with an enduring 
sense of what it means to both think critically and act creatively: 
“When these girls get back to Shanghai, they will have a new lens 
through which to view their studies.”

While visiting, the students also participated in a gardening workshop 
with Kyli Arford, Castilleja’s resident gardener and sustainability 
coordinator. In this workshop they built a worm-composting bin, 
learned about our student-built aquaponics systems, created their own 
compost, and planted a variety of Organic Heirloom tomatoes. 

The girls stayed at the homes of Castilleja community members and the 
teachers stayed on campus at Lockey Alumnae House.

around the circle
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Middle School scientists head to 
Monterey
Middle School science classes kicked off preparations for Science 
Explo 2014 with a day-long field trip to the Monterey Bay. This multi-
faceted trip enabled the students to engage in a variety of scientific 
experiences. Students participated in a beach clean-up, worked 
with specific grade level content in the context of the Monterey Bay 
Aquarium, and collected a wide variety of data about the bay.

In groups comprised of sixth, seventh, and eighth grade students, they 
tested water, soil, and air for many variables including pH, dissolved 
oxygen, temperature, and salinity. The combination of hands-on 
activities helped them practice the skills they learned in class. The field 
trip also enabled them to explore and understand the connections 
between many features of the ecosystem while allowing them to 
develop ideas for their own upcoming Explo projects. 
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Astronomy class 
tours the night sky
The astronomy class met for an 
evening session to take a tour of 
the night sky, with the generous 
assistance of Raja Thakurta, 
P’15, Professor of Astronomy and 
Astrophysics at the University of 
California, Santa Cruz, and two 
graduate students from the UCSC 
Astronomy Department. The class 
was thrilled to see such sights as 
the cratered surface of the moon, 
the moons and cloud bands of 
Jupiter, the red surface of Mars, 
the Orion nebula, and the Beehive 
Cluster. In fact, the moon was the 
highlight of the night: a telescope 
recently donated to the school 
gave the girls a new lens —literally 
and figuratively—through which 
to view this fixture in the night 
sky, and every single one of them, 
putting her eye to the telescope, 
gave a loud, enthusiastic “Whoa! 
So cool!”

Students 
prototype history 
comic book for 
iPad
In an exciting new collaboration 
that unites computer science with 
the ACE Center for real-world 
product development, Computer 
Science II students prototyped 
an iPad-based adaptation of 
the award-winning African 
history comic book, Abina and 
the Important Men. Dr. Trevor 
R. Getz, author of the book and 
Professor of African History at 
San Francisco State University, 
worked with students to define 
the requirements for this sound-
and-text digital application, in 
which readers will experience the 
original comic book and also be 
able to interactively explore the 
analysis and synthesis of primary 
sources underlying its creation.

Stanford professor explores computer 
science and visual design 
Stanford Professor Terry Winograd met with Ann Greyson’s computer 
science class and Helen Shanks’ design students to discuss topics at 
the intersection of computing and visual design. Dr. Winograd is a 
professor of computer science and co-director of the Stanford Human-
Computer Interaction Group. He was also a founding faculty member of 
the d.school at Stanford and a founder of Computer Professionals for 
Social Responsibility. During his presentation, Dr. Winograd discussed 
his past work in artificial intelligence, the history of human-computer 
interaction, the impact of technology on society, and the importance of 
designing for people. 

Costume designer visits campus
Elizabeth Caitlin Ward, a costume and production designer for 
international opera, film, and theater, visited Dr. Laura  
Docter ’81’s History 6 classes and Helen Shanks’ Design and Sculpture 
class earlier this semester. In History 6, students learned about fibers, 
fur, and feathers as they considered what ancient people wore. They 
examined the Festival of Antiquity costumes with a critical eye and 
determined what eras various outfits came from and if they were 
authentic ancient garb or more iconic modern expressions of culture. 
Students were particularly interested in armor and what warriors could 
have worn to protect themselves from arrows or spears before the 
Iron Age. They appreciated the vibrant colors of ancient natural dyes 
and enjoyed imagining what they would have worn had they lived 
thousands of years ago.

In Design and Sculpture, students learned about the working life of a 
costume designer. Design students were able to ask questions about 
the process a costume designer goes through when they are given 
a brief. Collaboration and the advantages that constraints can make 
to a project were an important element to the conversation, and 
students also learned about the importance of drawing skills, color, and 
materials through looking at Ms. Ward’s portfolio.
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Exploring the 
properties of scale
Eighth grade students explored 
the properties of scale in math 
and history as well as during their 
astronomy unit in science. To help 
them understand the vastness 
of the solar system, they needed 
long strips of paper—toilet paper. 
Girls worked in teams to measure 
how far apart planets would be 
using the Circle as a basis for their 
scale. As shoes lay strewn across 
the grass to help counteract 
the “solar wind” plaguing the 
experiment, girls were amazed 
by just how expansive our galaxy 
is. Jon Rockman’s Upper School 
Astronomy class helped oversee 
the solar system’s creation and 
proved to be expert guides in the 
girls’ planetary navigation. 

Read more about this project on 
page 3.

Sophomore mock congress in session 
by Nicole Goodman ’16 and Hannah Thornburg ’16

In order to better understand the work of Congress, the entire 
sophomore class conducted its own mock Congress and debated 
issues related to Castilleja. Students were divided into House and 
Senate committees and then randomly assigned to the minority or 
majority party and other roles such as Speaker of the House and 
Sergeant of Arms.  

Over the course of a few weeks, each committee worked to draft bills 
regarding the following issues: neighborhood relations, environmental 
and natural resources, and curriculum and schedule. Once the bills were 
drafted, they moved to the next phase of the legislative process, the 
House debate, where members offered speeches in favor of or against 
the bills, proposed amendments, and then voted on the bills. The bills 
up for debate were entitled “Additions to the Neighborhood Portal,” 
“Arts Performance Option” (including an amendment proposing to 
expand the Sports Performance Option (SPO) to weekends), “Later 
Start to School Days,” and “Solar Powered Charging Booth.”

All four bills and one amendment passed the House by a large majority 
before moving to the Senate for review.

Two bills made it through the Senate. The first proposed that there be 
additions to the neighborhood portal, including a feedback form and 
online access to Counterpoint. The second bill proposed that student 
athletes wishing to elect SPO could count the hours they spent playing 
their sport during the weekend toward the required twelve hours a 
week. These two bills were taken to the full Congress. The bill regarding 
the neighborhood portal was rejected by the House; however, the 
SPO bill was passed by both the House and the Senate. The final step 
will be to present this bill to the “President,” Head of School Nanci 
KauffmanHA, by the student leaders of the Casti Congress. 

around the circle
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Juniors meet with panel of Stanford 
scholars
As part of an Innovation Investment Fund grant examining “A History 
of California in 62 Photos,” juniors listened to a panel of scholars from 
Stanford who discussed the historic photographs of early California 
photographer Carleton Watkins. Panelists included: Elizabeth Mitchell, 
Curator of Prints, Drawings, and Photographs at the Cantor Art Center; 
David Kennedy, Donald J. McLachlan Professor of History Emeritus 
and Former Director of the Lane Center for the Study of the American 
West; and Buzz Thompson, Robert Paradise Professor in Natural 
Resources Law and Perry McCarty Director of the Woods Institute.

Ms. Mitchell is curator of the Carrie Mae Weems and Carleton Watkins 
exhibits. For the Watkins exhibit, Mitchell invited 17 Stanford-affiliated 
scholars, including Professors Kennedy and Thompson, to choose one 
of the photographs and write a short essay about it for the exhibition 
catalogue.

Ms. Mitchell discussed Carleton Watkins and his photography, the 
logistics of curating an exhibit, and the structure of the exhibition 
catalogue. Meanwhile, Professors Kennedy and Thompson spoke about 
the photographs they chose and what they learned about Watkins and 
the West in the writing of their essays. 

This panel prepared juniors to choose their own photograph (from their 
homes, an archive, or a second-hand store) to tell a part of the story of 
California. The photograph can be of anything, as long as it was taken 
in California and tells a story which deepens juniors’ understanding of 
the history of the state. Each student researched the photograph or its 
subject and prepared the photo and a short explanation for display in 
the Anita Seipp Gallery in an exhibit titled “Are We There Yet?”

Are We There Yet?
This spring, the junior class 
collaborated with teachers from 
the English, History, and Visual 
Arts Departments to create and 
curate an exhibit in the Seipp 
Gallery. The primary objective of 
the exhibit, titled “Are We There 
Yet?” is to provide students with 
an opportunity to explore and 
understand California history and 
to deepen their understanding 
of the stories told by photos and 
objects, all within the context of 
the 11th grade American History 
and American Literature curricula. 
A secondary goal is to provide an 
exercise in classification, curation, 
and creation of a gallery exhibit.
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Rivalry takes campus by storm
Rivalry week is always one of the most anticipated of the year—
especially by juniors and seniors who spend weeks working on themes, 
decorations, costumes, and activities! This year, juniors kicked off the 
week with a Willy Wonka theme. Familiar landmarks were transformed 
into hallmarks from the movie, with the Joan Z. Lonergan lobby 
becoming the “great glass elevator” and the Arrillaga Family Campus 
Center renamed “Loompa Land.” There was even a lunch modeled after 
the famous “three-course chewing gum” (tomato soup, roast beef and 
baked potatoes, and blueberry pie with ice cream), and “fizzy lifting 
drink” to wash it all down. 

Not to be outdone, the seniors converted the campus into a set for The 
Hunger Games, complete with a cornucopia, hob, and training ground. 
They even got faculty and staff to dress as citizens of the Capitol and 
other notable characters including Effie Trinket (Head of School Nanci 
KauffmanHA), President Snow (Head of Upper School Jim Pickett) and 
Katniss Everdeen (Senior Class Dean and math teacher Dave LowellHA, 
who saved his daughter Abby Lowell ’16 from the mock “reaping” 
when he volunteered as tribute!)  
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Da Vinci 
inventions 
reinvented
Seventh graders spent time 
studying Leonardo da Vinci’s 
inventions in history class as 
part of a unit on the Renaissance 
studying artists and scientists of 
the era. In order for students to 
better understand the intersection 
of design, art, engineering and 
science, they actually stepped 
into da Vinci’s shoes for a week. 
The project? Build a physical 
prototype of one of da Vinci’s 
inventions and then produce 
a video to explain its myriad 
features. Throughout the process, 
the girls adopted the role of either 
designer or engineer, looking 
at usability and mechanical 
feasibility. Some groups even 
suggested improvements to da 
Vinci’s designs.The class gained 
not only a deeper appreciation for 
da Vinci’s genius but developed 
confidence in their own abilities 
to create, tinker, persevere, and 
build.

Technovation Challenge team 
programs for Glass
Earlier this year, Jenny Murphy from the Glass division at Google 
taught Technovation Challenge team members how to write 
programs that run on the cuttingedge mobile device known simply 
as Glass. Very few apps for Glass have been developed, but more 
are expected to emerge as Glass becomes available to the public 
and wearable technology gains momentum. Technovation Challenge 
team members are evaluating whether they will join the ranks of early 
“Glassware” developers by creating a Glass app as their submission 
to the Technovation Challenge competition in the spring. Other team 
members plan to develop apps for iPhone or Android devices. 
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Author Mary Roach visits the  
Espinosa Library 
by Hannah Knowles ’15 

Mary Roach, bestselling author of such quirky nonfiction books as 
Stiff: the Curious Lives of Human Cadavers and Gulp: Adventures on 
the Alimentary Canal, spoke to Castilleja juniors and seniors about her 
experiences as writer. After a short interview led by English teacher 
Rebecca Sherouse, students had the chance for a Q&A with the author 
and there was no shortage of questions from the enthusiastic audience.

Ms. Roach’s answers were thought-provoking, entertaining, and often 
had the whole room laughing. The conversation ranged from what she 
was like in high school to dealing with critical book reviews to finding 
information in the oddest places. Ms. Roach’s research takes her to 
many unusual venues: she shared one story about watching prospective 
Japanese astronauts fold a hundred paper cranes to demonstrate their 
attention to detail, and another about visiting a room filled with the 
severed heads of cadavers. Gross, perhaps, but for Ms. Roach it’s all 
part of the job. She doesn’t shrink from discomfort while pursuing the 
topics that pique her interest. In the course of writing her books she has 
confronted everything from death to bodily functions head on—always 
with her signature curiosity and humor.

Ms. Roach described her writing process with an analogy. “What I do is 
I go out and collect a bunch of sticks. I keep adding to my pile. Then I 
have to take all my sticks and make something interesting out of them 
that people will want to read.”

She said that the actual writing is only one piece in a long and 
meandering journey toward the final book she publishes. Much of her 
time is spent visiting obscure laboratories and talking to experts in 
search of information. She views her lack of previous experience in the 
scientific fields she investigates as an advantage, because it lets her 
approach the subject at the same level as any layman reader.

Finally, she assured students that she didn’t know from the start that 
she wanted to be a writer. “I didn’t write, except for school,” she said, 
laughing. “My favorite class was physics.” Students go on 

blind dates…with 
books!
In February, the Margarita 
Espinosa Library encouraged 
students to take a leap and go on 
a blind date...with a book!  The 
staff put some of their favorite 
highly recommended books 
into brown paper bags and 
tied them up with big, candy 
hearts that included a teaser 
about the contents. Students 
were encouraged to pick up a 
bag (no peeking until they got 
home) and then give the book at 
least 30 pages, even if it looked 
unappealing. The point of Blind 
Date With A Book was to remind 
students not to judge books by 
their cover and to inspire them to 
read something they might not 
have chosen on their own.  
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Archaeological dig brings science and 
history alive!
Sixth graders from science and history classes joined forces for a 
multi-day interdisciplinary archaeology experience. The students had 
an opportunity to build on their growing knowledge of archaeology 
as they took a virtual journey to the ancient Andean site of Chavín 
de Huantar in Peru and learned about the importance of context in 
interpretation of an archaeological site.  

Students were divided into archaeological teams that included 
specialists in three different areas: art, architecture, and geography. 
They were charged with learning general information about the site 
in their teams and then learning everything they could about their 
specialty area. Then as artists, builders, and cartographers, each 
specialist group constructed a 3-D art object, architectural model, or 
geographic map. These visual aides were used to supplement their 
teaching to their archaeological teams about their research. The 
student archaeologists then shared knowledge about their specialties 
and answered their own questions as well as each others’ as they 
constructed evidence-based stories about the site. 

Science teacher Sarah Barnum and history teacher Dr. Laura  
Docter ’81 continue to collaborate designing interdisciplinary inquiry-
based curriculum as part of their People of the Earth Innovation Grant 
which focuses on student-generated questions to drive learning, 
evidence-supported hypotheses, and active learning. Earlier in the 
year the students went on an archaeological field trip to the Stanford 
campus. They experienced both digging and laboratory analysis of 
real artifacts while working with real archaeologists and using real 
techniques, tools, and methods of analysis.

As many students noted while working at the site, archaeology is an 
interdisciplinary field that includes, among other things, scientific 
skills and historical thinking. Students measured and mapped the site 
and the artifacts. They practiced collecting data and finding patterns 
as they analyzed the data. They dug through historic and prehistoric 
layers connecting to their study of the development of tools, art, and 
diverse cultures. And they got a glimpse of the process archaeologists 
go through to construct the historical narrative. Back on campus, the 
students continue to engage in active learning, back up their claims 
with evidence, and ask their own questions to drive future inquiry.
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Edible Book Festival  
comes to the Library
Castilleja’s Margarita Espinosa Library decided to add an innovative 
twist to the traditional book festival—all the submissions were edible! 
Students and Casti community members were invited to submit entries 
for a friendly competition. The rules were simply that all creations had 
to be made out of edible components and be a tribute to a book. At 
the festival participants “oohed” and “aahed” over more than eighty 
submissions, and voted to award prizes in fun categories. They also 
participated in literary bingo and other fun book-related games 
to celebrate their learning and reading. Among the winners were 
Little Mermaid (most creative) and Looking for Baked Alaska (most 
appetizing).
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Casti Kudos!
Students recognized with Scholastic Art & Writing Awards

Congratulations to Caroline Harris ’15, who won a Gold Medal in the 
2014 Scholastic Art & Writing Awards for her poetry. Hannah  
Knowles ’15, Victoria Pu ’15 and Margaret Zhang ’16 were also 
recognized for their outstanding work in writing categories and 
Jackie Maloney ’14 was recognized for her work in Visual Arts. There 
were 255,000 original works of art and writing submitted to the 2014 
Awards, with 1,800 young artists and writers in grades 7-12 receiving 
National Medals. Caroline’s sestina “Ya’aburnee” will be on display 
with other medalists’ work in early June at the Art.Write.Now. National 
Exhibition at the Sheila C. Johnson Design Center at Parsons The New 
School for Design and the Pratt Institute’s Pratt Manhattan Gallery.

Hannah Knowles ’15 was also awarded 1st Place in the Young Adult 
(ages 15-17) division of the 28th Annual Palo Alto Weekly Short Story 
Contest for her story “Botany for Beginners.” Judge Tom Parker 
commented, “What a wise and touching story. Thoughtfully narrated 
and perfectly pitched, ‘Botany for Beginners’ transports its young 
narrator from the tidy rigors of science to the messy marvel of human 
life—and takes us along for the ride. Insightful and delightful!

Students receive computing award

Several Castilleja students are recipients of the 2014 National Center for 
Women & Information Technology Award for Aspirations in Computing. 
This competition honors high school women for their computing-
related achievements, computing and IT aptitude, leadership ability, 
academic history, and plans for post-secondary education. Winners 
included: Caroline Debs ’14 who was recognized as a National Runner-
up and Bay Area Winner; Smriti Pramanick ’14 who was recognized as 
a National Runner-up; Kriti Lall ’15 who was recognized as a National 
Runner-up and Bay Area Runner-up; and Jolena Ma ’15 who was 
recognized as a National Runner-up and Bay Area Runner-up.

Students recognized at Synopsys

Caroline Debs ’14 and Kriti Lall ’15 were also recognized at the 2014 
Synopsys Silicon Valley Science and Technology Championship. This 
annual science and engineering fair celebrates hundreds of the area’s 
students who are challenged to go beyond their classroom studies 
to do independent project-based research. Caroline received an 
Honorable Mention in the Earth/Space Sciences category and Kriti 
received an Honorable Mention for her project in Bioinformatics.

Gatorbotics takes home Team Spirit Award at Utah Regional

Gatorbotics Team 1700 and their robot Sebastian wrapped up their 
first competition of the season, the Utah Regional, after an exciting 
day of matches and 5 wins for the team. At the end of the day, they 
were also awarded the Team Spirit Award sponsored by Chrysler, which 
“celebrates the extraordinary enthusiasm and spirit through exceptional 
partnership and teamwork furthering the objectives of FIRST.” The girls 
were really proud of their achievement!
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Seipp Gallery Presents  
Responses to the Holocaust 
In late February and March of this year, the Anita Seipp Gallery 
hosted the exhibition, Responses to the Holocaust: Artwork by Lola 
Franknoi and Ewa Gavrielov. Both of these artists use printmaking 
to derive meaning and understanding from what historian Lucy 
Dawidowicz has called, The War Against the Jews, 1933-1945 in her 
classic text on WWII. Both Lola and Ewa have parents who lived 
through the Holocaust in Europe, and both artists use their work 
to connect to their missing past and to grapple with the fragments 
of lives torn asunder by historical circumstance. Included in the 
gallery show were photographic imprints from Raphael Shevelev’s 
book, Liberating the Ghosts: Photos and Text from the March of the 
Living, which “brings thousands of young people from a number of 
countries to Poland in the company of educators and survivors, to 
be confronted with the evidence of the Holocaust.”

As artist Lola Fraknoi explains in her artist statement:

 I grew up in Peru, the daughter of Rumanian Holocaust 
survivors.  In my work, I found myself gathering their stories—
told in staccato bursts, often interrupted, some with only 
beginnings, others with only sad ends. In my hands, these 
stories become visual landscapes that combine the then with 
the now. For example, I took scraps of my mother’s Eastern 
European recipes and painted a Peruvian desert scene with 
them. This collection is my way of dealing with issues that 
are too big, too discordant, and too unsettling to be told in 
words.

The gallery leadership ACE Organization felt that this show would 
intersect nicely with the 2014 Global theme, Artists With A Cause, 
because it illustrates how art, no matter how personal, is never 
disconnected from life. The show helped students to recognize their 
own life stories and their capacity to articulate those stories in a 
medium other than words.
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Former Prime Minister  
of Norway visits 
Dr. Gro Brundtland, former Prime Minister of Norway and world 
leader in the area of climate change, health, and women’s rights, 
spoke and conversed with juniors, seniors, alums, parents, and other 
Castilleja community members in April. Her mantra as Prime Minister 
was “ethics and evidence,” and she suggested those two important 
factors should guide strong decision-making.

In her numerous global roles, she did not shy away from the “right” 
decision even if it meant facing a barrage of criticism, Dr. Brundtland 
told the audience. For example, she supported a carbon tax policy 
for Norway, despite the fact that one of Norway’s main revenue 
sources is from oil. She stood up to groups who opposed her world 
initiative on reproductive rights, and with Irish leader Mary Robinson 
fought for the right global language on that issue.

She also suggested to the students that when we increase the 
number of women at the table, we empower the men who want 
to abandon male “group think.” Dr. Brundtland spoke movingly of 
the difficulty Norway has faced coming to terms with the tragic 
terrorist act that occurred on an island near Oslo a few years ago. 
Her interaction with a student panel of Model United Nations 
leaders and International Relations students was open, frank, and 
very informative. Dr. Brundtland is the Mimi and Peter E. Haas 
Distinguished Visitor for Spring 2014 at Stanford University.

Two Bit Circus founders visit campus
On the Friday before View360 2014, Two Bit Circus founders Brent 
Bushnell and Eric Gradman visited campus for an assembly with the 
students.  The innovative team talked to the girls about what led 
them to found Two Bit Circus—the idea that they could blur the line 
between physical and digital playgrounds to create a whole new 
world of social amusement. And they could build some really cool 
games that inspired kids to get involved in science, engineering and 
design.  Their inspiring talk covered some of their biggest successes, 
most epic fails and the non-linear career paths that took them from 
their engineering “day-jobs” to “a mad inventor’s fantasy” where 
robots, lasers, and a little fire are bringing nostalgic midway games 
into the 21st century.

1  Former Prime Minister of Norway Dr. Gro 
Brundtland  

2  Two Bit Circus co-founders Brent 
Bushnell (left) and Eric Gradman (right)  

1

2
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in “Read Across 
America Day”
Castilleja helped East Palo 
Alto’s Brentwood Academy 
celebrate “Read Across 
America Day” by sending a 
group of eleven enthusiastic 
faculty and staff—as well as 
students from one of Señora 
Connie RichardsonHA’s classes—
to Brentwood’s campus. Each 
reader selected a Dr. Seuss 
book, and joined kindergarten 
through fifth grade classes for 
a special storytime. Students 
also had an opportunity to ask 
readers questions, including 
everything from favorite food, 
to favorite color, to where they 
went to college. Valerie Ross, 
an English Teacher at Castilleja, 
said, “It was such an inspiring, 
beautiful experience, and I can’t 
wait to do it again next year!”

ACE Orgs 
Celebrate 
Valentine’s Day 
with Brentwood
In celebration of Valentine’s 
Day, The Boys and Girls Club 
of the Peninsula (BGCP) ACE 
org hosted an Arts Day at 
Brentwood. The BGCP ACE org 
collaborated with three other 
ACE Orgs: Reading Partners, 
Gifts of Arts, and Music for the 
Community to create a day 
filled with arts and crafts, and 
music! With the 1st grade class, 
Casti students helped make 
picture frames for the kids to 
give to their valentines and 
taught the 2nd graders a few 
fun love-themed songs. At the 
end of the day, the 2nd graders 
performed their songs, along 
with a few new dance moves, 
for the whole group. The 
afternoon was filled with smiles 
and laughter! 

Music for the 
Community 
Benefit Concert
Music for the Community Club 
hosted a Benefit Concert in March 
to showcase diverse talents 
from the Castilleja community. 
Over 50 Upper and Middle 
School students were involved 
in the concert as performers, 
organizers, or technical 
coordinators. Acts included the 
Sounds Sister Glee Club, hip hop, 
instrumental performances and 
duets, Indian dance, chorus, short 
films, and original songs from 
singer-songwriters. The benefit 
raised over $2,000 for the local 
nonprofit Music in the Schools 
Foundation. These funds will 
allow 40 students in local, under-
resourced schools to gain access 
to music programs for an entire 
year! 

One Night Out: 
Castaruni ACE Org 
In March, a group of 20 
students hosted an evening 
to build awareness around the 
issue of local homelessness. A 
major aspect of the evening 
was a roundtable discussion 
with members of Palo Alto’s 
Downtown Streets Team. 
The roundtable guests were 
all homeless themselves for 
an extended period of time. 
Downtown Streets inspiring 
program is structured as a one-
year support program moving 
homeless people through 
transitional housing and into 
full employment. Castilleja’s 
Castaruni ACE Org. hosted the 
evening to debunk stereotypes 
and empower bridge building 
between the school and local 
organizations because they 
believe in Downtown Streets 
statement that, “by educating 
individuals we can change 
perceptions of the homeless 
and low-income people living in 
our communities.”

1

2

This page:

1  Students perform at the Music for the 
Community Benefit Concert  

2  Casti girls read to Brentwood students 
during a special “Read Across America” 
storytime

Following page:

3  Student designed logo for Green Schools 
Conference 

4-5  Students check out green technologies 
during earth week  

6-7  Students celebrate Holi on Speiker 
Field  
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Green Schools 
Conference and 
Earth Week 2014
The Green Team is spotlighting 
sustainability this Spring to 
celebrate Earth Month. In April, 
local sustainability leaders, 
community members, and 
surrounding Bay Area schools 
joined the Green Team on 
campus for the GSA (Green 
Schools’ Alliance) Northern 
California Green Schools 
Conference, focused on exploring 
and promoting Green Business. 
Speakers included leaders from 
local government agencies, non-
profits, and startups. The Green 
Team also celebrated “Alternative 
Transportation” during Earth 
Week with a sustainable organic 
food fair, a transportation-themed 
tech fair, an electric stationary 
bike that produces energy, and a 
day of composing nature sonnets. 
The week concluded with re-
usable flower pots adorning the 
tables on Founder’s Day, and the 
flowers destined to be replanted 
in the Casti and the Brentwood 
gardens.

MS Community 
Action Book 
Drive 
The Middle School Community 
Action Team launched a Book 
Drive to help provide 120 new 
books to the Kindergarten 
and 1st Grade classes at East 
Palo Alto Charter School 
(EPACS). Parents, students, 
and employees of the Castilleja 
Community banded together to 
provide books that otherwise 
would not have been available, 
or would have been purchased 
by teachers themselves. The 
Kindergarten and 1st Grade 
students along with their 
teachers were thrilled to read 
their new books and very happy 
to see that each book was also 
personally signed by Castilleja 
students. 

Social 
Enterprise Pitch 
Competition
During Global Week, the entire 
Sophomore class worked 
with Jess Munro, founder of 
Entrepreneurs by Design, 
to create social enterprise 
concepts to pitch during 
Global Week. Based on the 
preliminary pitch, four groups 
decided to move on and 
make an intense commitment 
to prepare to pitch for seed 
money in the Second Annual 
Castilleja Social Enterprise Pitch 
Competition. Only one group 
will be awarded up to $1500 
in seed money.  A group of 
external experts will serve as 
the judges to review the four 
concepts: a “STEMist Doll,” a 
BFF who sleeps in your bed but 
lives her life in a virtual world 
that teaches programming to 
girls; “BikeBright,” a light that 
gathers its energy from the 
wheels of a bicycle donated for 
a child to ride to school; “Won’t 
You Share,” an App designed 
to optimize food donations 
from restaurants and farmers 
markets to shelters; and “Casti-
Jigriti Bridge,” a program that 
raises funds via a fee-based 
App training program in the 
US to fund a parallel program 
in an under-resourced school 
in Jigriti, India. Look for the 
results of the pitch competition 
in our next issue!

Roshni ACE Org 
Hosts Fundraiser
The Roshni ACE Org hosted 
a fun fundraiser to support 
Roshni students in India. They 
gathered students on Speiker 
Field for Holi, the traditional 
Hindu Spring festival of colors. 
The girls had fund throwing 
brightly colored paint and 
water at each other—all for a 
very good cause!
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Garden 
The garden continues to 
flourish under the green 
thumb of Sustainability 
and MS Community Action 
Coordinator, Kyli Arford. In 
January, the Singing Garden 
was redeveloped into a water-
wise, native garden that will 
help to save water and create a 
biodiverse ecosystem for native 
plants and animals alike. Newly 
installed water catchment 
barrels have already captured 
the full 100 gallons needed to 
water the gardens for the next 
few months.  

Three new garden beds with 
wooden cages were also 
added to the Singing Garden. 
Hand-built by local artisan/
designer, Sharif Rosales-Webb 
who utilized salvaged materials 
to beautifully design garden 
beds to keep the squirrels out 
of the garden while increasing 
vegetable production year 
round. With the help of garden 
intern Cassidy Jensen ’14, 
many new types of produce 
have been added to the 
garden, including mizuna, swiss 
chard, New Zealand spinach, 
potatoes, strawberries, cilantro, 
mixed greens lettuce, kale, a 
variety of edible flowers and 
basil. These crops, along with 
many others, will be tended 
through the summer with the 
additional help of students from 
our Summer Peninsula Bridge 
Program. 

Making History at 
Stevenson House 
The Class of 2018 worked with 
residents of the Stevenson 
House in Palo Alto, an 
independent living facility for 
elderly adults, on an oral history 
project. Through this process, 
the students gained valuable 
insights into the multi-faceted 
lives of these individuals and 
now see the many cultural and 
social differences that make 
these older adults unique. 
Using multiple forms of oral 
history data collection the 
students recorded video and 
oral interviews of their partners 
and also held conversational 
interviews with them to learn 
more about their lives. Some of 
the amazing stories that came 
from these interviews were 
stories of immigration that were 
posted and can now be seen on 
the website Madeintoamerica.
org. Along with the immigration 
stories this website also 
showcases some of the beautiful 
art pieces that each student 
produced during Global Week to 
highlight their elder’s life story. 

Moo-tiful 
Kindergarten 
Farm Experience 
The kindergarten classrooms at 
Brentwood Elementary School 
in East Palo Alto have been 
filled with thoughts, crafts and 
sounds of farm life in the past 
couple of weeks, thanks to our 
7th grade students and their 
recent visit. The 7th graders read 
dozens of farm books with their 
kindergarten buddies, created 
cereal bird feeders, and took an 
adventure outdoors to go on a 
Garden Scavenger Hunt. All of 
these activities prepared the 
group for their fun field trip to 
Hidden Villa Farm where they 
toured the organic vegetable 
farm, learned about the weather 
cycles, and got to meet all the 
animals including the cows!

1-2  Veggies and edible flowers in the Casti 
garden

3  Students pose with one of the residents 
of Stevenson House

1
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View360
On April 5, the Castilleja community gathered 
for the 7th Annual View360 Symposium. 
Almost 550 parents, alumnae, alumnae 
parents, faculty, staff, and students attended 
our signature spring fundraiser held at Yahoo 
in Sunnyvale. This year’s event raised almost 
$550,000 to support tuition assistance and 
enable qualified young women to attend 
Castilleja regardless of their families’ financial 
circumstances. 

This year, View360 focused on the power of working together as we 
explored what it means to “Collaborate.” The evening began with 
acclaimed a capella group Vocal Rush and was followed by Head of 
School Nanci KauffmanHA and Cisco Chairman and CEO John Chambers in 
an engaging conversation about what collaboration really means and can 
accomplish. Inspiring talks were given by DoSomething.org CEO Nancy 
Lublin, and Free the Children and Me to We founder Craig Kielburger, 
and Two Bit Circus founders Brent Bushnell and Eric Gradman. Zeal.com 
founder John Danner, P’20, facilitated a thought-provoking interview with 
Declara co-founder Ramona Pierson, to round out the amazing evening.

The school is deeply grateful for the generosity of its donors particularly 
lead sponsors Yahoo and Osborne Partners Capital Management, and the 
many volunteer hours contributed by the View360 steering committee 
including Alison Abbo, P’19; Minal Hasan ’00; Doreen Nelsen, P’11, P’13; 
Mike Orsak, P’17, P’20; Isabel Rhee, P’18; and fundraising chair Diana 
Sunshine, P’19.
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1

1  Nancy Lublin  2  Steering Committee members Diana Sunshine, P’19 (fundraising chair); Mike Orsak P’17, P’20; Alison Abbo, P’19; Isabel Rhee, 

P’18; and Minal Hasan ’00  3  (left to right): Alex Rasch; Beth O’Malley, P’09, P’12, P’14; and Erin O’Malley ’09  4  Vocal Rush Kicks off View360 

2014  5  Guests enjoy carnival games at the after-party
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6  Vivian Crisman, P’16; Maria Concesa Johnson, P’16; and Mirian Rhie, P’16  7  John Danner, P’20 and Ramona Pierson  8  (left to right): 

Craig Kielburger; Heidi Hopper, P’13, P’17; Nanci KauffmanHA; and Jeff Dean, P’13, P’17  9  Staff Inflections entertains at View360 Donor 

Dinner  10  (left to right): Mandy Safka, P’17; Cindy Traum, P’17, P’19; and Michelle Rockler, P’17  11  The Castilleja community enjoys the 

View360 presenters  12  Leyla Scott, P’20; Shirley Orsak, P’17, P’20; and Laurie Pasmooij, P’20

around the circle
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1  John Chambers  2  Noreen and David Henig, P’18, P’20  3-4  Guests enjoy carnival games at after party  5  (left to right): Chris Cowart; 

Heather Kenealy, P’15; Tamsinn Cowart; and Deglin Kenealy, P’15
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6  Alumnae gather for a photo following View360  7  Eric Gradman and Brent Bushnell of Two Bit Circus  8  (left to right): Beth Shuman 

and Bob Shuman, P’17; Rebecca Long, P’17, P’19; Ken Hirsch, P’17, P’19; Karen Dreyfus and Michael Dreyfus, P’17  9  Dan Flamen P’14; P’16 and 

Andy Fisher, P’12

around the circle
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Performing 
Arts Rewind
For students interested in the 
performing arts, Castilleja is the 
place to be! The stage is rarely 
empty as student music, theater, 
and dance performances happen 
throughout the year. During the 
past several months, students 
have brought their considerable 
talents, both on stage and behind 
the scenes, to several productions 
including the Upper School play, 
Middle School musical, Arts with 
a Heart and the annual Winter 
Concert. 

Upper School Play

Upper School students took 
to the stage in Arcadia and 
captivated audiences with three 
wonderfully witty performances. 
A type of time-traveling Downton 
Abbey, Arcadia is set in a one-
room Derbyshire manor house 
and hilariously jumps back and 
forth across two centuries in a 
clever and ultimately moving 
mystery about love, death, 
thermodynamics, Lord Byron, 
grouse, and rice pudding. 

Arts with a Heart

More than one hundred Middle 
and Upper School students 
participated in this year’s 
Arts with a Heart, Café Casti...
Proudly Serving Girl Power. 
The entertaining and touching 
production was made possible 
through the hard work of the 
Dance Production Workshop 
class, who collaborated with 
faculty and staff to produce the 
show which featured dance, 
instrumental and vocal music, as 
well as art. 

Middle School Musical

An enthusiastic cast of more 
than 50 Middle School actors 
collaborated with 15 Upper School 
choreographers, stage managers, 
costume and set designers, and 
assistant directors on Bye Bye 
Birdie. The lively production 
rocked audiences back to the 
1950s with memorable songs, 
fun dance numbers, and great 
performances! 
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Stage and Screen

Actors, dancers, and filmmakers 
from the Class of 2018 showcased 
their work at Stage and Screen. 
An appreciative audience enjoyed 
a variety of films, three dances, 
and some of the one-act plays 
the students created during the 
semester.

Winter Concert

Vocal and instrumental music 
students from all grades took 
the stage on December 12 
for the Winter Concert. With 
performances by MUSE, Petrichor, 
the 7th Grade instrumental 
music class, Middle School String 
Quartet, Music 6, Music 7, the 
Sound Sisters, Upper School 
Choir, and the All School Choir, 
the Chapel Theater was filled 
with beautiful music. Selections 
ranged from traditional folk and 
contemporary pop songs, to 
holiday classics. 

Previous page (top to bottom):

1  The Arcadia cast takes the stage  

2-4  Students perform in Arts with a Heart 
2014: Café Casti 

5-7  Middle School students perform in Bye 
Bye Birdie

This page (top to bottom):

8-11  Eighth graders perform short plays 
and dances during Stage and Screen  

12-14  Musicians and singers entertain at 
the Winter Concert
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(left to right): Karen Phipps Anderson ’90; Jeannine MarstonHA, P’89; Kelly Conway ’90; Joy Sih Cleveringa ’90; and Ursula Kinney Ringham ’90
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n 2014 Reunion Weekend: 
September 26-27, 2014

Save the date for your Casti Reunion!
If you are from a class that ends with a “4” or a “9” it is your reunion 
year! Save the dates, call your classmates, and make a plan to come 
back to the Circle!  Plans are underway for lots of great activities 
including:

• Reunion Gatherings

• All-reunion class cocktail party and dinner

• Special events on campus

• and more!!

Even if this is not your reunion year, you are still invited to some of 
the weekend activities.

If you would like to help plan something special for your class, 
please contact the Alumnae Office.

We’ll see you on campus this fall!

June 4  

Alumnae Induction Lunch at 
Lockey Alumnae House

June 7  

Graduation on the Circle

August 28

Tie Ceremony

September 5

First Friday Lunch

September 26 - 27  

Reunion Weekend

Stay tuned for more 
information about Summer 
Regional events in New York, 
Los Angeles, and more!

Upcoming Events

e
ve

n
ts

Members of the Class of 2012 at the alumnae induction lunch
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Spotlight: Tayo Amos ’10   
Tayo Amos ’10 is part of one of the largest and most dynamic Castilleja 
families. Her sisters, Tope ’05 (Urology resident at NYU), Tomi ’06 
(Working in a lab and deciding on which medical school to attend in 
the fall), Tobi ’11 (junior at MIT majoring in mechanical engineering and 
creative writing), and Teni ’15 (current Casti junior) most certainly live 
the motto “Women Learning, Women Leading!”

Tayo will receive undergraduate degrees from Stanford this year in 
both Science, Technology, and Society and in Spanish. While both of 
these degrees represent her major interests, her real passion lies in film 
production. Tayo says that this interest started at Castilleja when she 
took her first film class with Bear CapronHA and was introduced to film 
editing and the computer software used for editing. While at Castilleja, 
film making was a hobby and in her junior and senior years she entered 
her films in a documentary contest. At the time she thought of film 
making as a way to supplement her studies with creative expression. 

When Tayo entered Stanford she found that all of the film classes were 
primarily theory, not production, so she decided to major in other 
areas of interest and work on film projects on the side. She found other 
students who shared her interest in film production and they learned 
and worked together. In the summer of 2012 Tayo traveled to Nigeria 
to film a documentary and last summer traveled to South Africa with 
the Talisman, a Stanford a cappella group that she had sung with for 
two years, to film a documentary of their trip. Last summer she did an 
internship with VH1, a cable network in NYC. All of these opportunities  
helped her determine that she would like to build her career in film 
production.

In 2013 a friend told Tayo about a contest administered through 
Facebook that invited young film makers to submit their films for a 
chance to be part of “Team Oscar”. Winners would be on stage to 
hand the Oscars to the presenters and escort the winners on and off 
the stage. “We created this contest last year to give students who are 
passionate about film, the opportunity to set their sights on the future,” 
said Oscar Producers Craig Zadan and Neil Meron. “We received so 
many inspiring submissions this year that it made for a difficult choice, 
but the talent and stories of these six winners really represent what 
Team Oscar is all about.

Tayo was thrilled to learn that she was one of the 2014 winners and 
joined 5 other college students for a week in Los Angeles. They had 
fashion fittings, special tours at the Academy Libraries, the Disney 
Animation Studios, and Universal Studios, and had the chance to meet 
producers and editors. They rehearsed for the Oscars for two days 
and had the opportunity to be involved with the technical process.  
The producers of all the clips for the animated film category met with 
Team Oscar to discuss their process. A highlight for Tayo was meeting 
Academy Award winners actress Lupita Nyong’o (12 Years a Slave) and 
director Alfonso Cuaron (Gravity).

Participating on Team Oscar inspired her to appreciate that film 
production is a viable career for her. This summer she plans to 
participate in a film seminar in Amsterdam. She has applied for a 
Fulbright Scholarship and is hoping to live and work in Barcelona as an 
intern for a production group and then earn a graduate degree in film 
production. What started as a hobby and an opportunity for creative 
expression at Castilleja has ended up being Tayo’s passion and will be 
exciting to watch her progress.  Perhaps she herself will be an Academy 
Award winner escorted by Team Oscar!
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Spotlight: Maria 
Riofrio ’86    
Maria Riofrio ’86 has been with 
the U.S. Department of State for 
over ten years. From 2005-2008, 
she was an advance officer for 
Secretary of State Condoleezza 
Rice. In that capacity, she traveled 
to over 20 countries for 35 
official overseas trips, many as 
part of a Presidential delegation. 
Maria managed all logistics for 
the Secretary, including lodging, 
communications, supplies, 
transportation, and office space, 
essentially creating a mobile State 
Department for the Secretary and 
her traveling staff. She worked 
closely with foreign government 
and private sector counterparts, 
ensuring the highest levels of 
diplomacy and protocol in often 
delicate and constantly evolving 
circumstances. Her travels have 
taken her to places as diverse as 
Argentina, Israel, Saudi Arabia, 
Vietnam, Sudan, Indonesia, 
Bahrain, and a small inn on the 
Atlantic coast in Nova Scotia. She 
has circumnavigated the globe 
twice and flown into Afghanistan 
on a C-17 cargo plane. 

When not on the advance team, 
she served as a member of the 
Secretary’s traveling party, staffing 
her overseas offices, and managing 
and producing her traveling 
schedule. In Washington, Maria’s 
responsibilities included the 
editing and processing of decision 
memoranda and documents for 
the Secretary of State and other 
department principals, requiring 
a vast knowledge of regional 
and functional foreign policy 
issues, and a strict attention to 

alumnae

the Secretary’s exacting writing 
standards. Maria is incredibly 
proud of the work she did while 
on the advance team, and grateful 
for the opportunity to have been 
on the front lines of U.S. foreign 
policy.  

After leaving the Secretary’s staff, 
Maria relocated from Washington 
to New York, where in 2009 she 
joined the United States Mission 
to the United Nations as Executive 
Assistant and Scheduler for U.S. 
Representative to the United 
Nations, Ambassador Susan Rice. 
Maria managed Ambassador Rice’s 
daily calendar, coordinating an 
intense and constantly changing 
schedule. Ambassador Rice’s 
tenure at the UN was marked 
by increased U.S. multilateral 
engagement, and Maria feels 
privileged to have worked for the 
Ambassador during that time, and 
to have gained a unique insight 
into the complex workings of the 
United Nations Security Council.

In 2010, Maria left the 
Ambassador’s staff to move to 
the Management Section of the 
U.S. Mission, where she is currently 
employed. She is responsible for 
the accreditation to the United 
Nations of all U.S. government 
representatives, including the 
over 1000 delegates sent each 
year to the UN General Assembly 
meeting in the fall. In addition to 
her accreditation responsibilities, 
Maria is also a contracting officer, 
in charge of purchasing goods and 
services for the entire U.S. Mission.  

In the fall of 2013, Maria and a 
colleague at the U.S. mission co-
founded a non-profit organization 
called Veterans Empowered to 
Protect African Wildlife (VETPAW). 

VEPAW’s mission is to eliminate 
the poaching of endangered 
species through the employment 
of post-9/11 U.S. veterans in the 
training and capacity-building 
of African park rangers. This is a 
truly groundbreaking opportunity 
for veterans to use their unique 
skills to provide park rangers with 
the best tools available to fight 
increasingly militarized poachers. 

In addition to the anti-poaching 
program, VETPAW will have an 
agricultural development arm 
called HEALS, which will provide 
both horticultural therapy to 
veterans with PTSD and other 
traumatic brain injuries (TBIs), and 
sustainable agricultural practices 
to local African communities 
most affected by poaching. 
One of the many things Maria 
witnessed in her years with the 
Secretary of State and with the 
U.S. Ambassador to the UN was 
the power of diplomacy, whether 
on a government scale, or through 
a private entity serving a small 
community. VETPAW has the 
potential to be an innovative 
diplomatic tool while serving a 
crucial cause and Maria is proud to 
put her international experiences 
to work once again. She is forever 
grateful that Castilleja gave her the 
academic foundation, writing skills, 
and “world view” to pursue such 
a rewarding endeavor! VETPAW 
plans to launch a pilot trip to 
Tanzania later this summer, after 
which both the ranger training 
and HEALS programs will be fully 
developed and implemented. 
Please check out VETPAW’s 
website, www.vetpaw.org, and look 
for us on Facebook and Twitter @
vetpaw.  
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Spotlight: Belkis Boyacigiller ’01 and 
Esen Boyacigiller ’03  
Belkis Boyacigiller ’01, spent her first few years after college working 
in the music industry as a booker at Pozitif Live. She then moved to 
luxury retailer, Beymen, where she helped launch Turkey’s first luxury 
e-commerce site, beymen.com and acted as one of Turkey’s first 
social media managers. In 2011 Belkis went on to get her MBA at IESE 
Business School in Barcelona, Spain, during which time she had the 
opportunity to develop a marketing and communications plan for 
Ferran Adria’s elBullifoundation. Belkis received a certificate in Plant-
Based Nutrition from T. Colin Campbell’s program with e-Cornell and 
she is currently working on receiving a certification from Rouxbe’s 
inaugural Plant-Based Professional Cooking course.  Outside of her 
professional commitments, Belkis has hosted a radio show since 2008 
on www.dinamo.fm. Known to her listeners as Bisousbelle, she is 
currently helping curate the premium indie channel which will be added 
to Dinamo’s app in the coming months. She is also busy planning her 
wedding to Mete Tavukcuoglu, on June 21, 2014!

Esen Boyacigiller ’03 graduated from USC in 2007 and moved to 
Istanbul and became the Editor of Time Out Istanbul Magazine’s 
English Edition, which was the perfect way to discover the city and 
strengthen her management skills. Wanting to go back to school, but 
not sure of what she wanted to do, she took some time off and realized 
all her free time was spent cooking and reading nutrition books. Having 
always wanted to live in New York, Esen moved to Manhattan to pursue 
a degree in Nutrition and Health at NYU. Though the program was 
much heavier in science courses than she had anticipated, Esen found 
it a perfect fit and relished the opportunity to work in the community. 
She worked with Grow NYC at the Union Square Greenmarket where 
she led nutrition tours for kids that culminated in a cooking demo 
using ingredients the kids selected from the market. She also worked 
with one of her professors in the Headstart program doing nutrition 
counseling with low-income families in Harlem and the Bronx. Because 
she wants to combine her love of nutrition with her love of cooking, 
Esen also really enjoyed teaching kids cooking classes through Taste 
Buds Kitchen. 

After graduating from IESE, Belkis decided that she wanted to combine 
her business degree with her sister Esen’s nutritional expertise and set 
up a business together in Turkey. Today, the sisters run an Instagram 
account called @BEBinthekitch where they share their plant-powered 
adventures in the kitchen and around the world. They also write on 
Esen’s blog http://cookbooksandcake.blogspot.com The sisters are 
currently working on their business plan as well as an e-Cookbook 
which they hope to releases by the holidays next year. If you are ever in 
Istanbul, reach out to them via bebinthekitch@gmail.com 

alumnae
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Alumnae Events
Over the last few months more than 100 alumnae and honorary alumnae 
have gathered at events both on and off campus. These events give 
classmates a chance to reconnect, alumnae across the decades an 
opportunity to meet, and everyone a chance to have some fun!
Honorary Alumnae Winter Tea 

1  Nancy Flowers and Elyce Melmon  2  (left to right): Susan Barkan, Karen Tobey, Nanci Kauffman, and Eliane Neukermans   

3  (left to right): Michele Grundmann, Karen Tobey, Judy Rino, and Judy Wagner  4  Honorary Alums gather for a photo at Lockey House   

5  (left to right): Judy Wagner, Mercedes McCaffrey, and Connie Richardson  6  (left to right): Kathy Burch, Ann Criswell, and John Klopacz   

7  Lauren Schryver and Suzanne Sparks

7

6
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First Friday Alumnae Lunch – January

1  (left to right): Michele GrundmannHA, Donna Lee McMaster ’83, Ann CriswellHA, and Linda Mendelson Bull ’75   

2  (left to right): Angela Litfin Provenzale ’75, Karen Olson ’75, Susan BarkanHA, and Heather Allen Pang ’84HA

First Friday Alumnae Lunch – April

3  Anita Seipp ’71 and Elizabeth Milne Baum ’81  4  (left to right): Christiane AndreopolousHA, Tayo Amos ’10, and Ann CriswellHA   

5  (left to right): Emily Bender ’89, Bonnie Rosenberg ’87, and Leslie Hom Kingsbury ’84

3

1
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Alumnae Family Valentine’s Day Party

1  Kristin Meier ’87 and Marcy Mamiya ’90  2  All smiles at the Valentine’s Party  3  Clare Tandy ’15 helps with hand painting

Annual Alumnae vs. Varsity Soccer Game

4  Senior Dean and math teacher Dave LowellHA helps out the alum team  5  Alums, varsity soccer team members, coaches, faculty and the 

Gator gather for a pre-game picture  6  A lively cheering section of current parents, alumnae, and alumnae parents turned out for the game

4
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Young Alumnae Holiday Brunch

1  (left to right): Katherine Hobbs ’13, Charlotte Jones ’13, Peggy McKeeHA, Hannah Hsieh ’13, Evan Cranston ’11, Kaitlyn Baab ’11,  

and Taylor Wilkerson ’13

Loyals Party

2  Honoree Shirly Ely with Head of School Nanci KauffmanHA

alumnae

1
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Class of 2009 Five-Year Reunion

1  The Class of 2009 gathers for their five-year reunion at MacArthur Park!  2  (left to right): Anna Powell, Mel Palmer, Mary Doerr, Julia 

Bard, Julia Ishiyama, and Kyle BarrigerHA  3  (left to right): Parisa Zamanian, Kayla Bien, Julia Bard, and Dasha Klebaner  4  Mattie Wheeler 

and Julia Feiler

alumnae
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Class of 2009 Five-Year Reunion continued

5  (left to right): Kaitlin Carano, Mary Doerr, and Head of School Nanci KauffmanHA  6  (left to right): Laura Scharff, Ali Aronstam, and Elke 

Teichmann  7  (left to right): Elke Teichmann, Ericka von Kaeppler, and Alice Adelman  8  (left to right): Kayla Bien, Kelly Lougheed, Janelle 

Wolak, Anna Powell, Julia Ishiyama, and Head of School Nanci KauffmanHA

alumnae

8

76
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Castilleja Alumnae Parent Association (CAPA) Reunion

1  Brandon Clements shakes it up for the CAPA crowd  2  Gus Malekmadani, P’09, P’13 and Humphrey Polanen, P’10  3  (left to right): Azieb 

Nicodimos, P’10, Kim Sommer P’05, P’11; and Jeanne Heise, P’06, P’10  4 (left to right): Tim Warner, P’08; Joan Ragno, P’08; and Clare 

Warner, P’08  5  (left to right): Paul Kojola, P’95; Doris MouradHA, P’93; Vicki Kojola, P’95; and Peggy and Jim Meier, P’87, P’89   

6  Melanie Hatchell, P’09 and Marie Docter, P’09
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Farewell to 
Robert GliddenHA

After 30 extraordinary years 
of service to Castilleja, Robert 
“Bob” GliddenHA is retiring. 
Since joining the faculty in 
1984, he has taught a variety 
of courses at all grade levels in 
Mathematics including Algebra 
and Calculus. Though quiet and 
humble, Mr. Glidden left a strong 
impression on generations of 
Casti students:

“Mr. Glidden always made me 
feel competent...and his gentle, 
curious approach always made 
for a safe space to make mistakes 
and challenge ourselves.”  
—Megan Kelly ’00

“Mr. Gildden was the best math 
teacher I ever had. He taught 
and encouraged us in a quiet 
and purposeful way. As the 
mother of three, I can only hope 
my children encounter a math 
teacher as good.”  
— Sabrina Berry Parsons ’92 

“I have always remembered him 
as one of my favorite teachers 
of my whole life. I am absolutely 
certain he played a great role 
in my eventually becoming a 
teacher myself. Every day I do my 
best to bring to my classroom 
what I learned from my own 
teachers...he had much to do with 
that, and I am forever grateful.”  
— Janet Tennyson ’89

Casti team 
presents 
at national 
conference
English teacher Rebecca 
Sherouse, math teacher Dave 
LowellHA, and Academic 
Technology Director Jennifer 
Gaspar-Santos presented at The 
National Conference on Girls’ 
Education “On the Forefront: 
Advancing Girls Together” in 
Philadelphia.

The group demonstrated their 
innovative capstone projects that 
are the culmination of the Online 
School for Girls Certification 
Program. This Program was 
comprised of three parts: 
mentoring in cohorts, in-person 
conferences and workshops, and 
online coursework.  

Additionally, Castilleja alumnae 
Sonia Jasuja ’07, Arushi Goel ’10, 
and Sharon Amann ’69 joined 
the conference kickoff in an 
evening that celebrated both 
girls networking and “MAKERS: 
Women Who Make America.”

(left to right): Jen Gaspar-Santos, Sharon 
Amann ’69, Dave LowellHA, Rebecca 
Sherouse, and Arushi Goel ’10

New faces around 
the circle 
This fall, there will be many new 
faces around the Circle. We will 
be welcoming Tesha McCord Poe, 
currently Associate Head of School 
for Institutional Advancement at 
Hillbrook School, as Director of 
Advancement; Mary Jo Pruitt, 
currently Assistant Coach for 
the Stanford Cross Country and 
Track & Field Teams, as Director 
of Athletics; Gabrielle McColgan, 
currently Director of College 
Counseling at Sacred Heart Prep 
in Atherton, as Director of College 
Counseling; and Alyson Tom, 
previously in Admission at Rice 
University and a college counselor 
at Episcopal High School, as 
Associate Director of College 
Counseling to the staff. Graham 
Toben, who previously taught 
music and a writing class at Nueva, 
will teach 7th and 8th grade English 
and serve as a seventh grade 
advisor. 
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(left to right): Natasha Lilani ’13, Nina Jansen ’13, Simone Seiver ’13, Grace Chen ’11, Katherine Hobbs ’13, and Kaley Nelson ’13 

1949 
The 60th Stanford Reunion in October 
was represented by Ann Johnson 
Bernauer and Carolyn Hornkohl 
Gillespie. Carolyn reports, “It was great 
fun and a good visit. On a sad note I 
received an e-mail in February from 
Barbara Towne Caswell’s son. Barbara 
is in the last stages of Alzheimer’s and 
her husband, Rick, recently suffered a 
stroke. Both are in the same healthcare 
facility in Tiller, OR.”

Ann Johnson Bernauer lives in Novato, 
CA, in Pacheco Valley – a beautiful, 
wooded area. “I use the surrounding 
area as subject matter in my art work. 
My studio is in San Rafael, 11 Mark Drive, 
along with other artists. It is my main 
activity after working for the Marin 
County Elections Office for fifteen years 
– I retired and then worked as an extra 
hire. I am now happily spending my 
time making art – take a look at www.
annbernauer.com. My family is close 
by – my ex-husband, Phillip, and our 
son, Matt, all have dinner together every 
Sunday. Our daughter, Susan, lives and 
works in Seattle.”

Beth Lewis Roberts and her husband, 
Charles, are still living in Los Gatos, CA. 
They headed to Oahu for a month in 
February. 

1962
Louisa “Weezy” Griggs Hagen says, 
“I’m saddened by the death of Mrs. Gibbs 
(Diane Pickering Gibbs ’31). She was a 
big part of my good times at Castilleja.”

Honor Berger Spitz is renovating: “I am 
looking forward to doing some house 
and garden projects in the coming year 
to add a little pizazz to this sweet little 
1939 stucco cube!!”

Keep in Touch 
with Castilleja 

Please send Class Notes to 
your Class Representative,  
or to Castilleja:

Maggie Ely Pringle ’71  
Director of Alumnae Relations

Castilleja School 
1310 Bryant Street 
Palo Alto, CA 94301

650.470.7743 
mpringle@castilleja.org

Or go online to castilleja.org/notes

Find your class representatives 
beginning on page 69.

keep
 in to

uch

1963
Tracy Sinclair Reizner and her husband, 
Ray, live in Chicago and enjoy spending 
time with their two grandsons, who are 
now in high school.

1964
 
Denise Kaufman writes, “Aloha, dear 
Casti sisters!! I’m still living part-time in 
Venice, CA and Kilauea, Kauai. I’m still 
teaching yoga, playing music, and surfing 
as much as possible. I’ve been playing 
with the Ace of Cups, my (all-women) 
band from the ’60s, and a documentary 
is being made about us. I teach Yin Yoga 
these days (slow, deep stretching) and 
created a website to encourage people 
to get off of chairs and live more with 
carpets and pillows. Check out ‘The 
Squat Song!’ at www.squateverywhere.
com. Sending love always!!!”

Gail Wilson Zetter shared news from 
several classmates that she heard from 
during the holidays: “Christy Hulden 
Westmoreland wrote from North Carolina 
that her daughter, Lisa, is engaged to her 
Stanford classmate, Adam. They currently 
live in San Mateo; Adam is a Director of 
Product Management at Yahoo! and Lisa 
works for a publishing company. Lisa has 
acquired the English language rights to 
a best-selling Japanese book on de-
cluttering one’s life and home (the literal 

CORRECTIONS FROM  
FALL/WINTER 2013 full circle

Page 38: Under the Class of ’98 photo 
Leyna Cotran Zimdars’ name was not 
listed and Katie Barnes’ name was 
incorrectly spelled. 

Page 39: The Class of ’88 was 
incorrectly listed as the Class of ’98 and 
Alicia Steinaecker Isero’s first name was 
listed as “Alice.” 

We apologize for these mistakes.

Tracy Sinclair Reizner and Ray Reizner’s high 
school-age grandsons

’63
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translation of the Japanese title is ‘The 
Life-Changing Magic of Tidying Up’). Her 
daughter, Lori, had her oil painting of Orca 
whales entitled ‘Enlightenment’ chosen 
for the North Carolina State University 
permanent collection. Lori, who will be 
a Doctor of Veterinary Medicine in May, 
has been on clinical rotations, including 
the National Aquarium in Baltimore and 
Top Sail Island in North Carolina, rescuing 
sea turtles and helping newborn turtles 
into the ocean. Christy joined the fitness 
center at Duke University to get the 
kinks out, coordinates arts and crafts 
activities for a local Brownie troop, and is 
preparing to build her own art studio; Dave 
continues working with his small company, 
accumulating hotel reward points, and 
planning a trip to California to visit a 
friend, tour wineries, and hunt for Native 
American relics for his collection.

Cindy Swanson Miller and Buff put 
together a card with everyone holding 
letters to spell out ‘Happy New Year’ 
– even the little guys. (My little guys 
probably wouldn’t have stood still, 
resulting in a misspelling.)

Cary Golub Lurie sent excerpts 
from the Reno Lurie Gazette-Journal, 
referring to ‘The Lurie Nuclear Family,’ 
which includes ‘five grandchildren and 
counting’ – her daughter is expecting a 
new addition.

Jeffie Welsh Feakins and Nick shared 
space on their Christmas card with 
pictures of Toffie and Kevin and their 
little boy and girl, as well as Sam and 
Dan with their little girl.

Ann Grinnell Lynn worked hard toward 
her annual winter vacation – three 
weeks in Jamaica: ‘…the best health plan 
ever – sun, a warm ocean, and soft air!’ 
She sent a picture of herself with all six 
grandchildren, ages six through twenty-
one. ‘They’re all quite fond of each other, 
which makes me very happy!’ She notes 
that she is still reading by candlelight 
and does think about backup heat now 
and again – ‘The whole wood thing gets 
old.’ Time will tell – in the meantime, 
three weeks in Jamaica…!”

Gail also wrote: “I’m back in touch with 
Cristina Lerche Balestra, my AFS sister 
from Argentina 1963-1964. She and her 
husband, Ricardo, came out a while ago 
to visit their son, Rich (also Ricardo), who 
has been pursuing a medical fellowship 
at Stanford. We had a reunion at my son’s 
house – Cristina was astounded to see 
my youngest brother, who was only four 
when she lived with us and is now over 
six feet. Rich, who finishes in June and 
will specialize in advanced bronchoscopy, 
has been interviewing at hospitals around 
the country. The Balestras have two little 
granddaughters back in Argentina: Sofia, 
who is just over a year, and Uma, who is 
five years old. Cristina is excited at the 
prospect of a 50th reunion and hopes to 
join us if she can.

Pat Hunter Gregory and I met for lunch 
in January at Allied Arts (Memory Lane, 
as it were), and were there talking for two 
hours. She and her family celebrated Tod’s 
birthday at Trader Vic’s last year – Tod’s 
letter accompanying their Christmas 
picture noted that it was hard to tell 
who was married to whom. That’s either 
because they all like each other or they 
were playing musical chairs! Apparently 
Pat’s oldest granddaughter had a play 

date where there was a new baby, and the 
baby cried so much that she has decided 
she would rather travel than have children.

Guida Veronda is considering 
possibilities after a long career at 
Yellowstone. She and Ann have been 
spending time in Mesquite, NV as well as 
Guida’s beach house in Carpinteria, CA. 
They celebrated the Lunar New Year at 
an event sponsored by a Chinese family 
featuring lion dancers from San Francisco 
and a wonderful buffet. Guida spent her 
January birthday hiking at 2,000 feet 
through an area with petrified wood and 
scattered desert tortoise shells.

Enid Hardcastle Nuisberger is 
considering a career move, ‘Window 
Treatments for Yurts.’ Geoffrey is 
trekking again, and she thought 
this might encourage solidarity. She 
announced that Ronald Castilleja’s 
interpretive ballet ‘Head, Shoulders, 
Knees, and Toes (Knees and Toes)’ was 
in production, but she didn’t say where. 
Hilary and Felix are continuing the family 
tradition of playing bears on the floor 
with their children whenever they get 
together, with Enid and Geoffrey looking 
on fondly (after realizing that if they 
tried to participate, someone would 
have to help them get up…Enid is taking 
the implications of a 50th reunion with 
considerable dismay). Things began to 
disintegrate when the little cousins, who 
were accustomed to baby sign language, 
appeared to be signing rude words. Back 
to window treatments – it was safer. 

And as for me, Gail Wilson Zetter, my 
pictures accompanying these notes were 
taken at a family reunion last September 
at Lake Tahoe to celebrate two birthdays 
and an anniversary. It was fun to bring 
the little boys to the place we always 
went when our children were growing 
up. I felt like a pack mule driving up 
there, with bed rails and piles of toys, 
ten pounds of bananas, organic this and 
that, and stacks of books. Fortunately 
I remembered to pack my underwear 
and other suitable garments. Alumnae 
Reunion Weekend is September 26-27. 
I’m hoping we can gather then.”

Denise Kaufman after catching some waves

’64

Janet Mauel Cronk on vacation before the 
holidays

’64

Cary Golub Lurie with her beautiful family

’64

Gail Wilson Zetter’s family: (top) Paul, Alek 
(2.5), Jennifer, and Nikolai (5) and (bottom) 
Adam, Aaron (3), and Ali

’64
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1967
Nancy Blake Tetrick organized a small 
reunion of classmates – including Betsy 
Shibley Wassermann, Cindy Stone, 
Linda Reimer McKee, Nancy Osborne 
Sclater, and Suzanne Wu Zurinaga – in 
February when Anna Delia Henley-
Buhrke visited from Germany. All seven 
classmates gathered in Palo Alto for the 
weekend.

1972
Joyce Bogner Bohn was selected as a 
volunteer translator (Spanish-English) for 
Kiva, a non-profit that facilitates micro-
finance in underdeveloped countries. 
“I spend a couple of hours a week 
translating loan requests from individuals 
and small groups.”

1976
Nancy Hoffman is loving the new school, 
Sonoma Academy, where she started this 
fall after fifteen years at Marin Academy. 
“I am teaching Humanities to Juniors 
through an integrated History/English 
curriculum – lots of fun.”

1978
Amy Wertheimer Hilmer and Eric Hilmer 
are pleased to announce the engagement 
of their daughter, Evelyn Ann, to Robert 
F. Reinhardt, son of Peter Reinhardt and 
Betty Ann Jackson Reinhardt ’73. “A 
fall wedding is planned. We are so excited 
to reunite with this Casti family and look 
forward to many happy times ahead!”

1981
Alice Mansell led a group from the San 
Francisco Bay Area Curling Club onto the 
Union Square ice rink for the first ever 
outdoor curling in the City. She is a U.S. 
Curling Association instructor and official. 
She would like current students and 
alumnae to know there isn’t yet one junior 
girls’ curling team nor a senior ladies’ 
team in the entire State of California! 
There wasn’t more than one competitive 
ladies team here either until a few years 
ago, and now there are about a half-
dozen regularly competing to represent 
California at national tournaments.

1985
Renata Sworakowski Ritcheson had a 
chance Casti encounter abroad: “I met 
a friend of my mother-in-law in Paris 
on February 26 – and it was Margaret 
Avery Harrison ’65. But it is a very small 
world. She was looking great!”

1986
While Maria Riofrio is still working for 
the U.S. Mission to the United Nations 
in New York, she is also the co-founder 
of a new non-profit organization called 
VETPAW (Veterans Empowered to 
Protect African Wildlife). VETPAW’s 
mission is to eliminate the poaching 
of endangered species through the 
employment of post-9/11 U.S. veterans 
in the training and capacity-building of 
African park rangers. Please check out 
our website, www.vetpaw.org, and also 
look for us on Facebook and Twitter 
– @vetpaw.” You can read more about 
Maria’s work with VETPAW and the U.S. 
Mission on page 40.

1988
Alicia Steinaecker Isero, Katherine 
Reynolds Gandy, Lori Burrows-
Warren, and Avril Dingle Vazquez had 
a fun mini-reunion to celebrate Katherine 
and Lori’s birthdays!

1996
Revolution Foods co-founders Kirsten 
Tobey Saenz and Kristin Groos 
Richmond were presented with UC 
Berkeley’s Haas School’s 2013 Leading 
Through Innovation Award at the annual 
Haas Gala on November 15. The annual 
Leading Through Innovation Award was 

class notes

Amy Wertheimer Hilmer’s daughter, Evelyn 
Ann, and fiancé, Robert

’78

(front) Anna Delia Henley-Buehrke, Nancy 
Blake Tetrick, Betsy Shibley Wassermann, 
and Cindy Stone with (back) Linda Reimer 
McKee, Nancy Osborne Sclater, and 
Suzanne Wu Zurinaga

’67

A Class of ’67 mini-reunion

’67

Alice Mansell curling in San Francisco’s 
Union Square

’81

Maria Riofrio

’86

Alicia Steinaecker Isero, Katherine Reynolds 
Gandy, Lori Burrows-Warren, and Avril 
Dingle Vazquez celebrating Katherine and 
Lori’s birthdays

’88
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established to celebrate Haas alumni 
who embody the school’s emphasis 
on innovative leadership and serve as 
exemplars to others in the Berkeley-
Haas community. Richmond and 
Saenz were recognized for their bold 
mission to transform the way students 
eat. From their modest beginnings 
working through the night to bring 
healthy meals to local school children, 
Richmond and Saenz have led Revolution 
Foods through exponential growth to 
serve a million meals a week in nearly 
1,000 schools across the country. In 
September, Richmond and Saenz made 
Fortune’s “40 Under 40” list of “young 
hotshots who are rocking businesses.” 
CNN Money put Revolution Foods on its 
2012 list of 100 fastest-growing inner-
city companies; Inc. magazine named 
it the sixth fastest-growing food and 
beverage company; and Fast Company 
included it on a list of most-innovative 
food companies. Revolution Foods was 
truly born at Haas, where Richmond and 
Saenz met. They learned about term 
sheets from a New Venture Finance class 
and defined their product and aligned 
their values with it in a New Product 
Development course. In 2007, the pair 
won the grand prize in the school’s 
Global Social Venture Competition. 
And their first funding from Bay Area 
Equity Fund also came through Haas 
connections. Looking ahead, Revolution 
Foods is now moving into a new 
market with a high-quality packaged 
meal competing against Kraft Foods’ 
Lunchables in supermarket aisles.

1999
Dominique Alepin Johnson (Bowdoin 
2003, Columbia Law 2005) married 
Brett E. Johnson (Colorado 2001) in 
March in Carmel, CA. Dominique is 
in her eighth year at Wilson Sonsini 
Goodrich & Rosati, where she is 
a senior associate in the antitrust 
department. She and Brett – and their 
cat, Ana – live in downtown Palo Alto.

Emily Glenn Tucker and her husband 
are pleased to announce the birth of 
their son, Charles Glenn Tucker, who was 
born on November 8! 

2005
Sara Farrar recently completed her 
MBA at the University of San Diego. She 
currently works for Fisher Scientific in 
Carlsbad, CA.

2006
Laurel Tincher is combining her 
passions for design, cinema, event 
production, and sustainability into an 
exciting new venture. She is currently 
launching Dwimmer, a full-sensory, 
traveling, biomimetic fashion and 
lifestyle brand based in Los Angeles. 
Her e-commerce site will be up and 
running in September 2014, and 
the first Dwimmer retail experience 
store will be opening in the thriving 
neighborhood of Downtown LA 
in Spring 2015. Dwimmer creates 
curated, holistic retail environments, 
products, and events full of magic 
and wonder. It is the first biomimetic 
luxury fashion and lifestyle brand, 
practicing the art and science of 
combining nature’s ancient wisdom 
with modern technology and 
innovation to inspire human creation. 
Down the road, Laurel’s design team 
plans on expanding a line of fashion 
and homeware products, as well as 
opening stores for two or three months 
at a time in other cities, such as San 
Francisco, New York, and Chicago. 
Unique public fashion shows and 
high-end private events will take place 
in each location. Each store will be a 
mini version of ever-evolving utopia, 
redefining luxury, sustainability, and 
the 21st-century American lifestyle. 
More information about Dwimmer, the 
upcoming crowd-funding campaign, 
and store openings can be found 
at www.Dwimmer.com. Laurel is an 
entrepreneur, filmmaker, and designer. 
From running a successful company 
that was featured on the Food Network, 
to a thriving production company, she 
has been involved in many successful 
projects. She graduated from the 
University of Southern California’s 
School of Cinematic Arts, and holds a 
Biomimicry Specialist Certification from 

the Biomimicry 3.8 Institute. Laurel is 
currently pursuing her MFA in Fashion 
Design from Academy of Art University.

2007
Karen TobeyHA wrote: “I had a wonderful 
visit with Cristina Quattrone in New 
Orleans. Tom and I visited the school 
where she teaches, Harriet Tubman 
Charter School, where we received a tour 
of the school from two of her Leadership 
Council students. She is a team leader 
in the Middle School, and her colleagues 
that we met told us what an outstanding 
teacher and leader she has become in 
that role, which serves a lower-income, 
primarily African-American population. I 
felt so proud that she had followed in the 
tradition of the many Castilleja teachers 
who served as role models to her. She 
gave her students about five minutes to 
ask any questions that they wanted of 
me, so they could hear about her as a 
twelve-year-old! What fun that was!”

2009
The Class of 2009 gathered at 
MacArthur Park in December for their 
five year reunion. They had a great 
time reconnecting with each other and 
some of their former teachers. See more 
pictures on pages 46-47.

Revolution Foods co-founders Kristin Groos 
Richmond and Kirsten Tobey Saenz ’96

’96

Laurel Tincher

’06

Karen TobeyHA visiting Cristina Quattrone in 
New Orleans

’07

Cristina Quattrone teaching at the Harriet 
Tubman Charter School in New Orleans

’07
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2012
Jane Larkins is a student at the 
University of Southern California 
majoring in Business Administration. Last 
semester she interned for Maria Shriver’s 
A Woman’s Nation as a content editor 
for www.mariashriver.com and www.
ShriverReport.org. This summer, Jane 
will be interning at NBC in New York 
City in News Production, specifically 
at the TODAY show. She is over the 
moon excited about her internship 
responsibilities, exploring the city, and 
meeting up with Casti alums in the city! 

Amy Rosch, a student at Dartmouth, 
just wrapped up a ten-week language 
immersion program in Rome. While 
abroad, she studied Italian! When not 
in Rome, Amy typically spends her time 
helping with the Dartmouth student 
newspaper and working hard on essays. 

Katie Kirsch is a student at Stanford 
majoring in Product Design. She is 

looking forward to interning at SAP this 
summer at the company’s headquarters 
in Palo Alto as a Design and Marketing 
Intern in the Design and Co-Innovation 
Center. She is excited about “doing 
design and business consulting with 
the team and traveling” to connect with 
business clients. 

Paulina Choh is a student at Middlebury 
College who has declared herself as 
a Comparative Literature major with 
German and English. Her days are filled 
with German, Chinese, sometimes 
Ancient Greek, and, of course, English. 
She believes “another important part 
of my college experience has been the 
time I spend as a monitor at Middlebury’s 
ceramics studio.” This summer she will be 
in Berlin studying the German language 
and literature for two months, and 
Paulina will embark on a year-long study 
abroad at Oxford in October! 

class notes

Adrienne Dreyfus, Mattie Wheeler, Erin 
O’Malley, and Julia Feiler

’09

Alice Adelman and Taylor Docter

’09

Rebecca Wang, Kayla Bien, and Hannah 
Towne

’09

Kennedy Flanders, Mel Palmer, and Hannah 
Towne

’09

Katie Kirsch, Jane Larkins, and Zara Saraon at dinner in Los Angeles

’12

stay
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Stay Connected.  
Get Involved.

STAY CONNECTED to the 
Castilleja alumnae network.  
Join the new Castilleja Careers 
Listserv at groups.google.com/
group/castilleja-careers to 
stay up-to-date on upcoming 
career-oriented events, job 
opportunities, and professional-
skills workshops.

We want YOU! There are 
countless ways alumnae can get 
involved. We love hearing from 
you, so please stay in touch. If 
you’re as excited as we are and 
want to join in the fun—here are 
a few suggestions:

1. Join the Advisory Council

2. Help plan a regional event

3. Attend a regional event

4. Provide an internship for a 
Castilleja student or alum

5. Send an update for Class 
Notes 

6. Become a Castilleja School 
fan on Facebook

7. Join the Castilleja Careers 
Listserv

8. Send us your updated 
contact information (it 
sounds simple, but nothing 
makes us happier than an 
accurate database!)

Castilleja School

Casti School 
Casti Athletics

Castilleja School

Casti School

Castilleja School
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News of Former 
Faculty and Staff
HA denotes Honorary Alumna or Alumnus 

Penny BlackHA welcomed her second 
grandchild, Bauer Cortlandt Black, 
son of Penny’s daughter, Jessica, and 
Cortney Black. Bauer arrived nine weeks 
early to celebrate birthday festivities 
for two-year-old sister, Kennedy. Penny 
continues as a public school counselor 
at Valley Academy of Arts and Sciences 
in Granada Hills, CA, making the long 
commute from her Spanish-style home 
in Cheviot Hills, near UCLA. Penny 
writes that she enjoys working with high 
schoolers because she finds it rewarding 
to observe the growth of these teens in 
four years as she did at Castilleja from 
1973-1983.

Jez McIntoshHA writes, “Two years ago 
in May I left Casti for a job at Stanford 
in the Athletic Department, managing 
the track, soccer, and rugby stadiums. 
However, it became clear almost 
immediately that college athletics was 
not for me because I missed working 
with younger athletes, coaching, and 
mentoring other coaches. A year ago I 
left Stanford to become the Director of 
Athletics and Head Basketball Coach at 
Miss Porter’s School, an all girls’ boarding 
school founded in 1843 in Farmington, 
CT. The position came with a house on 
campus and meals in the dining hall for 
the entire family. It is a joy to have my 
little ones, Allie (4) and Peter (2), with 

me all day at work. We are all enjoying 
life on the East Coast, and the kids really 
loved our first winter with lots of snow!”

Karen TobeyHA writes, “When not busy 
with grandchildren, I am playing tennis, 
volunteering through Stanford’s Bechtel 
Community Committee for International 
Students, helping to organize my 45th 
reunion at Stanford (which occurs next 
October!), and taking advantage of travel 
opportunities. Tom and I are going to 
Eastern Europe for a two-week Danube 
River cruise from Budapest to Bucharest 
in May, an area where we have never 
traveled before. We plan to celebrate the 
birth of another granddaughter, Kirsten’s 
third little girl, in late April!”

In the year 2013 Nancy FlowersHA, Eleni 
ColtosHA, and Michèle GrundmannHA 
joined Toni HsuHA, Ethel MeeceHA, and 
Mercedes McCaffreyHA as residents of 
Channing House in Palo Alto.

Two former faculty, one current faculty 
member, and an alumna, all Italophiles 
and classics enthusiasts, had a wonderful 
reunion at the California Classical 
Association Fall Conference, held in 
October on the campus of Menlo School. 
Alumna Caroline Kersten ’03 joined 
current faculty Constance RichardsonHA 
and former Latin teachers Ann CriswellHA 
and John KlopaczHA for the conference 
and luncheon. John, now a lecturer in the 
Stanford Classics Department, continues 
on the Board of Directors of the California 
Classical Association - Northern Section.

Jez McIntoshHA with his wife, Stephanie 
Weigel McIntosh ’03, and children, Allie and 
Peter

HA

Michèle Grundmann, Toni Hsu, Ethel Meece, and Mercedes McCaffrey, all Honorary Alumnae

HA

Penny BlackHA’s grandchildren and daughter, 
Jessica

HA

Karen TobeyHA with her grandchildren, the 
children of Rachel Tobey ’94 and Kirsten 
Tobey Saenz ’96

HA

Classicists Ann CriswellHA, Caroline Kersten 
’03, Constance RichardsonHA, and John 
KlopaczHA at the fall conference of the 
California Classical Association

HA
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class reps directory

Class Reps
If your class is not listed below,  
please send news to the school or  
submit online at castilleja.org/notes.

If you would like to be a representative 
for your class, please contact Maggie 
Pringle ’71, Director of Alumnae  
Relations at 650.470.7743 or  
mpringle@castilleja.org

1942
Adele Landenberger Haynie
550 Main Street
Morro Bay, CA 93442

1943 
Marilyn Hill McKae
4855 Snyder Lane, #231
Rohnert Park, CA 94928

1949
Carolyn Hornkohl Gillespie
531 Rosarita Drive
Fullerton, CA 92835
chgillespie@sbcglobal.net

1951
Cynthia Kaiser Floyd
620 Sand Hill Road, #127 D
Palo Alto, CA 94304

1952
Shirley Arnott Pruitt
8555 Edinbridge Way
Roseville, CA 95747
shirlpruitt@aol.com

1953
Ellie Tilden Gardner
501 Portola Road, #8057
Portola Valley, CA 94028

1954
Judith Bailey Quayle
7106 Overlook Drive
Santa Rosa, CA 95409
dkquayle@hotmail.com

1955
Peggy McKennan Link
3085 Mill Vista Road, #2423
Highlands Ranch, CO 80129
peggyslink@indra.com

1956
Darlene Cherie Rickey
444 San Antonio Road, #6C
Palo Alto, CA 94306
rickeydarlene@yahoo.com

1957
Charlotte Geary Gilmore
1061 45th Street
Sacramento, CA 95819
charlotte.gilmore@gmail.com

1958
Hildi Jensvold Vieira
75-640 Mahi iu Lani Place
Kailua Kona, HI 96740
rolandhildi@gmail.com

1961
Dee O’Brien James
3223 Canfield Road
Sebastopol, CA 95472
dee.e.james@gmail.com

1962
Honor Berger Spitz
2012 Glen Una Avenue
San Jose, CA 95125
honorspitz@sbcglobal.net

1963
Sudie Fenn Moreland
1897 Echo Lane
Lincoln, CA 95648
casudie@aol.com

1964
Gail Wilson Zetter
757 Marina View Drive
El Dorado Hills, CA 95762

1965
Libby Ames Edwards
3517 Shilo Drive
Fort Collins, CO 80521
libbyeuro2@q.com

Lindsay Jones Lowe
729 Old Creek Road
Danville, CA 94526
lindslowe@aol.com

1967
Nancy Blake Tetrick
dntetrick@sbcglobal.net

1969
Caroline Trotter
caroline100@gmail.com

1971
Jeanne Fisichella Hahne 
jeannehahne@gmail.com

1972
Karen Smith Shaw
kesshaw@ucdavis.edu

1973
Meg Malone Thompson 
peterthom@comcast.net

1976
Susan Smith Flesher 
susan@flesher.com

1977
Mijke Roggeveen
mijkeroggeveen@aol.com

1978
Laurie Ray Lamb
nylambs@gmail.com

1979
Margarita Huertas Balagso
balagsom@yahoo.com

1980
Jeanne Floyd Downs
jdowns84@comcast.net

1982
Laura Kelly Kroger
laurakroger@comcast.net

1983
Yoshimi Segawa Munch
ymunch@ysmcommunications.com

1985
Kristin Young Gilbert
kristigilbert@sbcglobal.net

1986
Laura Greene Wilkin
laurawilkin@surewest.net
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1987
Sonja Hellman Bogumill
sonjabogumill@yahoo.com

1988
Alexandra Dumas
alexandra92@alumni.stanford.edu

1989
Jessica Collins Lonergan
jessica@spurprojects.com

1990
Christina Koo Van Zandt
christinavz@gmail.com

1991
Michele Harari Goldwasser
bimini356@yahoo.com

1992 
Laila Haq Collins
collinslaila@gmail.com

1993
Courtney Dyar
cdyarsf@hotmail.com

Lauren Carreker Leary
laureneliseleary@gmail.com

1994
Jennifer Cady Logan
skinbyjennifer@gmail.com

1995
Lisa Vocker
lcvlteach@mac.com

1996
Anna Beattie Wilson
annawilson@gmail.com

1997
Courtney Carter Charney
ccharney@apr.com

Yuriko Tse
tse.yuriko@gmail.com

1998
Lindsay Austin Louie
lindsaylouie@stanfordalumni.org

Kimmy Morris Rosen
kimberley.morris@gmail.com

1999
Erin Beattie
erinbeattie21@hotmail.com

Kate Stober
kestober@hotmail.com

2000
Anjelika Deogirikar
anjelika@gmail.com

Claire Cummins
clcummins@gmail.com

2002
Whitney Brown 
whitneyalexisbrown@gmail.com

2003
Jenny Nichols Cook
jennifernicholscook@gmail.com

2004
Caitlin Cameron
cjcameron86@gmail.com

2005
Ashley D’Amour
ashley.damour@gmail.com

2006
Chelsea Ono Horn
onohorn@gmail.com

Meg York 
margaret.alice.york@gmail.com

2007
Kelly Fitzgerald
kellynfitz@gmail.com

2008
Roark Luskin
roark.luskin@gmail.com

Elise Fabbro
elisemarie73@gmail.com

2009
Kennedy Flanders
kennedyflanders@gmail.com

Angie Moore
angela@moorelife.net

2010
Tayo Amos
tamos922@gmail.com

Cam Stein
cstein1258@yahoo.com

2011
Emily Steemers
emily.steemers@gmail.com

Divya Bhat
dbhatg@gmail.com

Natalie Shell
shell.natalie@gmail.com

Ginna Freehling
gehf001@bucknell.edu

2012
Jane Larkins
jane.larkins@gmail.com

Shreya Ramachandran
shreyar@stanford.edu

2013
Sara Holston
sara.j.holston.17@dartmouth.edu

Kendall Levison
kl1872@nyu.org

Former Faculty 
and Staff
Ann CriswellHA

afcriswell@earthlink.net
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in memoriam

Herman Christensen, Jr.HA, 1930-2013
Father of Amy Christensen Curby ’86 and  
Maren Christensen Welch ’79  

Former Board Chair and Trustee Herman ChristensenHA, who will be 
remembered for his deep commitment to his family, community, and 
his undergraduate alma mater, Dartmouth College, passed away in 
December in Atherton.

He joined his father’s home building business and alongside his 
younger brother Raymond, improved and expanded the business into 
a general building contractor and real estate development company. 
The company developed and built many large apartment and office 
complexes and Herman became the youngest president ever of the 
Peninsula Home Builders Association.

His contributions to the Bay Area were vast and not limited to real 
estate projects. Passionate about education, he served on and was 
president of the Menlo Park School Board, served on the Castilleja 
Board from 1980-1990, becoming Board Chair in 1985, and later in life 
became a supporter of Eastside College Preparatory School in East 
Palo Alto. Herman was interested in local history and served on the San 
Mateo County Historical Society Board. He also served as Chairman of 
the San Mateo County Grand Jury and the town of Atherton Planning 
Commission. 

Head of School Nanci KauffmanHA remembered him as a, “devoted 
husband, father, and community leader. In his decade on the Board 
he was instrumental in furthering Castilleja’s mission, improving the 
physical plant, and ensuring the long-term fiscal stability of the school. 
His passion for education was evidenced by his deep engagement 
not only with Castilleja, but also with the Menlo Park School Board 
and Eastside College Preparatory School. Wherever he played a role, 
Herman always emerged as a leader, holding the title of Chair in 
virtually every organization in which he served.” 
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Alumnae
Betsy Foster DeLong ’77 

Lyn de Veuve Rucker ’62 

Nancy Burbank Sears ’40

Carol Smith Tinsley ’55

 

Former Faculty 
and Staff
Sue Gunderson,  
Former Registrar 

Family
Ely Brandes  
Husband of Ethel MeeceHA,  
Former Biology teacher

Herman ChristensenHA 
Father of: 
Amy Christensen Curby ’86 
Maren Christensen ’79

Dr. Angelos Dellaporta 
Father of: 
Angela Dellaporta ’75  
Liz Dellaporta Daschbach ’81

Edwin A. SeippHA 
Father of Anita Seipp ’71 

Edwin A. Seipp, Jr.HA, 1918-2014
Father of Anita Seipp ’71

Former Board Chair and Trustee Edwin A. Seipp, Jr.HA who will be 
remembered for his passion for his family and his community, passed 
away in January in Palo Alto.

Ed was a successful businessman who began his career with the 
Diversey Corporation in Chicago, he moved to San Francisco in 1947 
with the Golden State Company and from then on he and his wife 
Pearl Anne considered California home. In 1956 he became president 
of Speedmaster Engineering Co., a San Leandro firm, from which he 
retired in 1980.

A voracious reader with boundless curiosity, he was an elegant man of 
keen intellect, steadfast integrity, and broad interests, which he pursued 
with great energy and generosity. His many civic and philanthropic 
engagements included service on the boards of Castilleja School, 
MacMurray College in Jacksonville, Illinois (honorary doctor of laws 
degree in 1979), Planned Parenthood, the Mental Research Institute, 
Lucille Salter Packard Children’s Hospital at Stanford, Filoli, the National 
Tropical Botanical Garden, and the San Francisco Symphony.

Reflecting on her long relationship with Ed, former Head of School 
Joan LongerganHA said, “Ed Seipp LOVED Castilleja. He was so 
enthusiastic and proud of the school and championed its commitment 
to continuous improvement. He never saw Castilleja as standing still, 
nor did he want it to. I don’t have the words to describe how much 
Ed and his good friend and fellow former board chairman Leonard 
Ely did to support, advise and encourage me as head of ‘their’ school. 
How fortunate Castilleja is to have had the benefit of such outstanding 
wisdom, integrity, and generosity in its leadership.”
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Administration  
Leadership Team
Nanci KauffmanHA, Head of School

Josée Band, Dean of Teaching and Learning

Kathy BurchHA, Executive Associate to  
the Head of School

Anne CameronHA, Head of Middle School

Jill LeeHA, Director of Admission

Gabe Lucas, Director of Technology 

Jim Pickett, Head of Upper School

Sue Reyneri, Director of Finance and Operations

Kim Roberts ’83, Director of Advancement

Diane Brooks Dixon ’69
Harry J. Elam, Jr.
Jennifer Fonstad
Scott Forstall
Cindy Goldberg
Ken Hirsch
Heidi Hopper
Mir Imran
Nanci KauffmanHA

Bill Kind
Martin Korman
Gabrielle Layton
John Macdonald
Joe Martignetti

Usha Nesamoney
Ethan Nicholls
Deep Nishar
Denise Pope
Mike Rantz
Ursula Kinney Ringham ’90
Barbara Rosston, Chair
Julia Scocimara
Kathleen Tandy
Asher Waldfogel
Quin Whitman ’81
Phillip Yang
Alan Zafran

Board of Trustees

Alumnae Association 
Executive Committee
Ursula Kinney Ringham ’90, President

Courtney Carter Charney ’97 
Liz Rowen Fritz ’01
Christina Hansen McClure ’71
Jaclyn Kokores ’01
Lindsay Austin Louie ’98
Pratima Sethi ’94
Sarah Hinman Whittle ’86
Elizabeth Yin ’00

Front cover: A sign welcomes guests to View360 2014 at Yahoo in 
April.

Inside front cover: A senior “makes her mark” on the 3-D graffiti 
mural created during Global Week 2014.

Inside back cover: Senior parents collaborated with faculty and 
students on Casti’s largest flash mob to celebrate the Class of 2014.

Back cover: Seniors got into the spirit of collaboration when they 
came up with an action shot before View360!

Photo Credits: Castilleja Library, Luz Deras, Emily Entress, Rachel 
Evers, Claudine Gossett (pgs. 31-35), Laura Nowell, Maggie Pringle ’71, 
Jamie Sullivan, Dana Sundblad.

Design: Danielle Terrazas, Look Design
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